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INTRODUCTION
Dynamic assessment has been found to be an efficient approach to identify
learning processes, learning potential, specific cognitive functions, and mediation strategies required for the enhancement of learning potential (e.g.,
Campione & Brown, 1987; Feuerstein, Rand, & Hoffman, 1979; Guthke & Wingenfeld, 1992; Haywood, 1997; Haywood & Tzuriel, 1992a; Lidz, 1987, Lidz & E1liott, 2000; Resing, 1997; Swanson, 1995; Tzuriel, 1992a, 1997a, 1998, 2000b,
2000c; Vygotsky, 1978).
Dynamic assessment (DA) and static testing have been used in the literature to
refer to different modes of evaluating individuals' cognitive capacities. DA refers to an assessment of thinking, perception, learning, and problem solving
by an active teaching process aimed at modifying cognitive functioning. The
major idea in DA is to observe and measure change criteria as predictors
of future learning. Static testing, on the other hand, refers to measurement of
a child's response without any attempt to intervene in order to change, guide,
or improve the child's performance. The conceptualization behind using
change criteria is that measures of modifiability are more closely related
to the teaching processes by which the child is taught how to process information than are static measures of intelligence. In other words, the teaching
strategies used in DA are more closely related to learning processes in school
and to other life contexts than are standardized static methods.
Handbook of PsychoeducationalAssessment
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DA differs from conventional static tests in its goals, processes, instruments, test situation, and interpretation of results (Feuerstein et al., 1979;
Grigorenko & Sternberg, 1998; Haywood & Tzuriel, 1992a; Tzuriel, 1998, 2000b,
in press; Tzuriel & Haywood, 1992). Several arguments have been raised
against standardized static tests; the most frequent one is that they are
inadequate to reveal the cognitive capacities of children who come from
culturally different populations and children with learning difficulties (e.g.,
Hessels & Hamers, 1993; Tzuriel, 1998, 2000b, in press; Vygotsky, 1978). In
Haywood's (1997) words: "The most frequent complaint is that they are not
uniformly valid across ability levels, ages, and ethnic groups" (p. 103).

Criticism of Standardized Static Tests
Tzuriel (1998, 2000b, in press) has summarized four major criticisms that
have been raised with respect to the use of static tests:
(a) While standardized psychometric tests provide information on children's intellectual performance, they typically do not provide important information about learning processes, specific cognitive
functions, and teaching strategies that would facilitate learning.
Psychologists and educational practitioners need to know not only
about the actual level of performance, but also what a child might
achieve with an adult's guidance, metacognitive processes that could
facilitate learning, and the nature of learning processes.
(b) Low level of performance, as revealed in standardized static tests
and in academic achievements, very frequently falls short of revealing the learning potential of children. This problem is sharpened
among children coming from disadvantaged social backgrounds or
children with learning difficulties. Many children perform poorly on
standardized tests, not due to low intellectual ability but due to various reasons such as lack of opportunities for learning experiences,
cultural differences, specific learning difficulties, and traumatic life
experiences. Recent studies on the effects of schooling on performance of Piagetian-type tasks demonstrated that a high variability
in performance has been attributed to familiarity with materials
and concepts, rather than to ability (Rogoff & Chavajay, 1995). Some
writers (e.g., Cole, 1990) argue that concrete operational thinking is
not influenced by schooling but by the ability to understand the language of testing and the presuppositions of the testing situation
itself. Very frequently standardized tests contribute to confusion ben
tween ability and efficiency. Children with a high level of intelligence
or abstract ability might perform poorly on a test because they are
inefficient in dealing with certain types of tasks presented, especially
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when performance within a time limit and awareness to amount of
invested efforts are required.
(c) Another criticism is that standardized tests do not provide clear descriptions of the cognitive processes involved in learning or specific
recommendations for prescriptive teaching and remedial learning
strategies. The idea of assessment of processes rather than the end
products of learning has been suggested since the beginning of the
twentieth century (e.g., Binet, 1909; Thorndike, 1926). Only in the
1970s, with the introduction of Vygotsky's (1978) theory and Feuerstein's (1979) ideas to modern psychology, was there a growth of
interest, elaboration, and the spread of the idea of DA.
The lack of specific description of learning processes often creates
a communication gap between psychologists and teachers who have
incongruent expectations about testing goals. For example, in psychological reports there frequently is a statement describing the gap
between the verbal and performance subscale scores of the WISC-III,
but no specific recommendation about what exactly to do about it.
What kind of training does the child need and how exactly should it
be done? How can we ensure transfer of learning from that cognitive
domain to classroom performance? The description of the psychometric properties of the individual's functioning does not provide
the necessary information on learning processes that are required
to bring about improvement of intellectual functioning.
Utley, Haywood, and Masters (1992) have remarked in regard to
this point that the principal use of psychometric IQ test is classification, with the aim of giving differential treatment for individuals differing in level and/or pattern of intelligence. Such a classification
not only has limited value, but also may have negative effects. First,
the manifest cognitive performance shown by the IQ test does not
necessarily reflect individual differences in latent intelligence. Second, even if it does, it is highly questionable whether individuals
with the same IQ have similar characteristics and needs that would
necessitate similar treatment. On the contrary, practical experience
shows that even children who are virtually identical in terms of age,
gender, and IQ show markedly different behavior, cognitive or affective, and therefore require different teaching approaches.
(d) Another major criticism is that psychometric tests do not relate to
nonintellective factors, which can influence individuals' cognitive
performance. Many researchers showed that non-intellective factors (e.g., intrinsic motivation, need for mastery, locus of control,
anxiety, frustration tolerance, self-confidence, accessibility to mediation) are no less important in determining children's intellectual
achievements than are "pure" cognitive factors (Tzuriel, Samuels, &
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Feuerstein, 1988). Cognitive functioning and motivational-affective
factors were conceived as inseparable, representing two sides of the
same coin (Haywood, 1992). As will be shown later, DA is conceived
as a holistic assessment approach that permits observation of individuals on cognitive, affective, and behavioral levels as well as the
interrelation among these levels of functioning.
The problems of standardized tests are magnified when used with mentally retarded (MR) or learning disabled individuals. These individuals very
frequently have difficulties understanding the nature and requirements of the
standard tasks; therefore, their performance on those tasks does not necessarily reflect inability. In some cases, removal of some obstacles to conceptualize the nature of the tasks (Haywood, 1997), inhibition of impulsivity,
and/or provision of extra time to process the information (Tzuriel, in press)
improves their performance significantly. Haywood (1997) has already clearly
shown that the validity of standardized tests for MR persons does not lie in
what these persons can do but in identifying what they presumably cannot
do. Empirical support has been found in studies showing lower prediction of
school achievement by standardized tests in cases of persons with MR than
in persons without MR. Furthermore, DA procedures, although not designed
primarily for prediction, have been found to be better predictors of school
achievement among persons with MR than in persons without MR (Haywood,
1997; Tzuriel, 2000c). The role of nonintellective factors, which are integrated
within the DA approach, is especially important with MR individuals whose
personality or motivational problems interfere with their cognitive performance on standardized tests (e.g., Haywood & Switzky, 1986; Paour, 1992).
The main purpose of this chapter is to present the effectiveness of DA with
various educational and clinical groups and describe its use in evaluation of
cognitive intervention programs aimed at improvement of "learning how to
learn" skills. DA has been used extensively in my developmental research of
the effects of parent-child mediated learning strategies on children's cognitive modifiability. These studies are not reported here and the reader is referred to reviews of these studies reported elsewhere (Tzuriel, 1999, 2000b, in
press).
The DA approach was influenced by two theories: Vygotsky's (1978) sociocultural theory, especially the concept of the zone of proximal development (ZPD),
and Feuerstein et al.'s (1979) mediated learning experience (MLE) theory. Both theories emerged as a response to needs to include sociocultural factors in understanding of cognitive development and learning potential. In the following section, these two theories, which serve as the basis of the DA approach,
are presented. The theoretical section is followed by two sections concerning
the empirical foundation of DA; one is focused on educational perspectives
and the second on evaluation of cognitive education programs. The educational perspective section includes a case study of a child with slight learning
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difficulties who was administered static assessment and DA. Finally, a conclusion section discusses integrative perspectives and gives suggestions for
future development.

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF DYNAMIC
ASSESSMENT: VYGOTSKY AND FEUERSTEIN
Vygotsky's Sociocultural Theory
Perhaps the major reason for the interest in Vygotsky's work in the West is
his contribution to the understanding of the social origins of cognitive processes and the conceptual foundation of DA. According to Vygotsky's sociocultural theory, in order to understand an individual's cognitive development
one should understand the individual's social, cultural, and historical background. The origins of a child's higher mental functions derive from social interactions with more experienced adults or peers who guide the child towards
higher levels of competency. Any function of a child's development appears
twice, first at the social level and then, via an internalization process, on the
psychological level. The internalization process is gradual, starting with help
from an experienced adult or peers. As children take gradually more initiative, the adults modify their guidance. The children finally become independent in self-regulating their learning process, with the adults having only a
supportive function.
The ZPD was defined as the difference between a child's "actual developmental level as determined by independent problem solving" and the higher
level of "potential development as determined through problem solving under adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers" (Vygotsky,
1978, p. 86). Using the ZPD concept, Vygotsky suggested that children might
perform above the limits of their initial capability when supported by an experienced adult. All higher planning and organizing functions in development
appear first on the interpersonal plane of social interaction and subsequently
on the intrapersonal plane of individual cognitive functioning.
Vygotsky distinguished between three types of mediated activities: material tools, psychological tools, and human beings (Kozulin, 1990). Material
tools, which have an indirect effect on human psychology, change with historical progress and affect the developing child by putting new demands on human mental processes. Psychological tools, which mediate the child's own psychological processes, include written, numerical, notational, and other sign
systems. The psychological tools, mediated by culturally determined systems
of symbols, can transform an individual's experience from a concrete one
to an abstract one. Vygotsky (1978) argued that a radical change in the thinking of educationally deprived and culturally different persons could be effected by the introduction of symbolic psychological tools. The human being as
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mediator helps the developing individual to internalize cognitive functions
that appear first on a social level and to acquire the meaning of actions (Vygotsky, 1978).
Contemporary researchers (e.g., Kozulin, 1990; Rogoff, 1990; Wood, 1989)
have suggested that at least two characteristics of effective social interaction
are important: intersubjectivity and scaffolding. Intersubjectivity refers to a process whereby two learning partners negotiate a mutual understanding of a
task and how to proceed with its solution. It involves mutual adjustments to
the perspective of the other participant in the interaction. In a DA situation,
for example, the examiner may point out to the child the links between a new
task and a familiar one that the child already knows. Scaffolding refers to a
process by which an experienced partner changes the degree and quality of
support provided to the less skilled partner as he or she becomes more
proficient (Wood, 1989). For example, when the child has little notion of how
to proceed in solving a problem, the parent or teacher might break the task
into manageable units and call the child's attention to specific features. As
the child's competency grows, the parent gradually withdraws his or her support and encourages the child to take independent steps toward mastery and
self-regulation.
Vygotsky argued that measurement of the individual's potential for development is just as important as measuring the actual level of development.
The importance of ZPD was illustrated by comparing two children of the same
mental age who show a different performance pattern when they are given
mediation (i.e., asked leading questions, given examples, and shown how to
solve the problems). One of the children could solve problems that were two
years above his or her age, whereas the other solved problems that were only
a half-year above his or her actual developmental level. In spite of their equal
manifested performance levels, their immediate potential development was
sharply different. Vygotsky, who was involved in heated discussions regarding
the merit of using standard intelligence testing, argued that interpreting test
results (IQ) as a reflection of children's abilities is misleading. The reason is
that in reality children's performance reflects their entire socioeducational
history and is not limited to inner factors.
Vygotsky's approach has inspired several researchers who developed DA
techniques such as the learning test (e.g., Guthke & Wingenfeld, 1992) and
the graduated prompt procedure (e.g., Brown & Ferrara, 1985; Campione &
Brown, 1987; Resing, 1997).
The learning test is a diagnostic method in which examiners record to what
extent individuals are able to improve their test performance if they are provided with feedback, prompts, or even complete training programs between
a pretest and a posttest. Guthke and Wingenfeld (1992) tried to be faithful sir
multaneously to both the psychometric demands for objectivity and to measurement of the individual's ability to learn. The intervention within the testing procedure is based on Gal'perin's (1966) theory of systematic formation
of mental actions and concepts. According to Gal'perin, teaching is perceived
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as a psychological experiment, the goal of which is to bring the student to
a new, higher level of development. Guthke and Wingenfeld's learning test
methodology also was influenced by the theory of activity from Soviet psychology (Leontiev & Luria, 1964). According to the activity theory, mental processes and characteristics are conceived of as products of human activity
with particular emphasis on the concept of age- and situation-specific dominant activity. Examiners are required in their diagnostic procedures to indude activities that predominate in a given age range and in everyday life
situationsmmuch similar to the principle of ecological validity in Western
psychology. The assessment of children therefore should be focused on learning as their dominant activity and not merely on the results of their learning.
Similarly, the principle behind the graduated prompt procedure (Campione &
Brown, 1987) is basically to help subjects gradually until they solve the problem. The amount of aid needed in order to solve the problem is taken as
an indication of the subject's ZPD. Once a particular problem is solved, another version of the problem is given, and the number of prompts required
to solve the new problem is taken as an indication of transfer of learning.
It should be noted that, unlike other DA approaches (e.g., Carlson & Wiedl,
1992; Guthke & Wingenfeld, 1992), the outcome measure in the graduated
prompt approach is not the amount of improvement in performance but
rather the amount of mediation needed to reach a specified criterion. The implication is that one can infer how much additional help is needed to transfer the learned principles to novel situations. The outcome measures for this
approach are the sums of the total number of hints given at each of the testing phases (i.e., initial learning, maintenance, and transfer). A profile of the
outcome measure is taken as an indication of the child's ZPD. It is assumed
that a child with a broad ZPD profits more from mediation and needs less
help than a child with a narrow ZPD. Brown and Ferrara (1985) argued that,
in addition to the importance of the graduated prompts, the assessment of
ZPD should entail task analysis and transfer of learning. These aspects coincide
with contemporary theories of learning and cognition. An understanding of
task components and their transfer helps in selecting the series of graduated
prompts and in designing appropriate methods for assessing efficiency of
learning and transfer. Transfer of learning is considered to be especially im~
portant in academic situations, in which instruction is often incomplete and
ambiguous. Campione and Brown suggested that the ratio of learning (i.e.,
number of graduated prompts) to transfer (i.e., the distance of application of
knowledge from original example) should be viewed as a measure of individ~
ual differences.

Feuerstein's Structural Cognitive Modifiability and
Mediated Learning Experience (MLE) Theory
The structural cognitive modifiability theory (Feuerstein et al., 1979) is based
on two basic assumptions. The first one is that individuals have the unique
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capacity to modify their cognitive functions and adapt their functioning to
changing demands. According to this assumption the responsibility for the
individual's modifiability shifts from the assessed or treated individual to the
examiner or mediator. Cognitive modifiability is considered possible irrespective of three conditions considered as barriers to change: etiology of the
individual's learning problems, age of the individual, and severity of condition. Structural cognitive modifiability was defined by three characteristics:
permanence, pervasiveness, and centrality. Permanence refers to the endurance of the cognitive changes across time and space. Pervasiveness is related
to a "diffusion" process in which changes in one part (e.g., perceptual system)
affect the whole (e.g., memory processes, abstraction capacity). Centrality reflects the self-perpetuating, autonomous, and self-regulating nature of cognitive modifiability.
The second basic assumption is that cognitive modifiability is best explained by MLE interactions. MLE interactions are defined as a process in
which parents or substitute adults interpose themselves between a set of
stimuli and the child and modify the stimuli for the developing child. In mediating the world to the child, the adult may use different strategies such
as alerting the child's attention (e.g., changing the frequency, order, and intensity of presented stimuli), giving them meaning (e.g., "How beautiful is
this flower"), and transcending the concrete aspects of the situation (e.g.,
"This type of flower grows in the spring time"). In a DA context the examiner
uses mediation principles by focusing the child on important aspects of the
problem, labeling objects and relations, and explaining the rules and strategies for solving a specific problem. The examiner assesses the level of internalization of these learned rules and strategies by observing how the individual solves other problems of increased level of complexity, novelty, and
abstraction.
The mediator relates not only to cognitive factors but also to emotional
and motivational aspects by arousing the child's curiosity, vigilance, and
challenge. From a cognitive perspective the mediator tries to improve and/or
create in the child the cognitive functions required for temporal, spatial, and
cause-effect relationships. As the MLE processes are gradually internalized
by the child, they become an integrated mechanism of change within the
child. Adequate MLE interactions facilitate the development of various cognitive functions, learning set, mental operations, metacognitive functions
(e.g., strategies, reflective thinking), and need systems. The acquired and
internalized MLE processes allow developing children to later use them in
other contexts independently, to benefit from learning experiences, to selfmediate in new learning situations, and to modify their own cognitive system. The MLE strategies provided by examiners within the test situation help
to facilitate children's learning processes, to identify deficient cognitive functions, and, at the end of the process, to provide recommendations for intervention and development of cognitive structures.
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Feuerstein conceived MLE interactions as a proximal factor that explains individual differences in learning and cognitive modifiability. Factors such as
organic deficit, poverty, socioeconomic status, and emotional disturbance
are considered to be distal factors, which might correlate with learning ability,
but they affect learning ability only through the proximal factor of MLE. Feuerstein, Rand, and Rynders (1988) suggested 12 criteria of MLE. The first five
criteria were operationalized in studies of infants and young children (e.g.,
Klein, 1988; Tzuriel, 1998, 1999, in press) and are described here. The first
three criteria (Intentionality and Reciprocity, Meaning, and Transcendence)
are considered as necessary and sufficient for an interaction to be classified
as MLE. For a detailed description of all MLE criteria, see Feuerstein et al.

(1979, 1988).
(a) Intentionality and Reciprocity are characterized by efforts to create in the
child a state of vigilance, and to facilitate an efficient registration of
the information (input phase), an adequate processing (elaboration
phase), and an accurate responding (output phase). The Reciprocity
component is of crucial importance to the quality and continuation
of the mediational process. The mediated child who reciprocates to
the mediator's behavior enables the mediator to adjust his or her
mediation and continue the process efficiently. Intentionality and
Reciprocity are observed, for example, when a mediator intentionally
focuses the child's attention on an object and the child responds
overtly to that behavior.
(b) Mediation of Meaning refers to interactions in which the mediator
tries, when presenting a stimulus, to emphasize its importance by
expressing interest and by pointing to its worth and value. Mediation of meaning can be expressed nonverbally by body gestures,
facial expressions, tone of voice, rituals, and repetitious actions.
Verbally, mediation of meaning can be expressed by illuminating a
current event, activity, or learned context, relating it to past or current events, and emphasizing its importance and value. Children,
who experience and internalize this interaction, will later seek meaning for novel stimuli and will initiate attachment of meaning to new
information rather than passively waiting for meaning to come.
(c) In Mediation for Transcendencethe mediator goes beyond the concrete
context or the immediate needs of the child and tries to reach out
for general principles and/or goals that are not bound to the "here
and now" or the specific and concrete aspects of the situation. In
daily life situations the parent, who is usually the main mediation
agent, might use spontaneous events to teach strategies, rules,
and principles in order to generalize to other situations. In formal
teaching situations the teacher might mediate rules and principles
that govern a problem or a learned subject and show how they are
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generalized to other school subjects or daily life situations. In a DA
context the examiner mediates the rules and strategies for solving a
specific problem and assesses the level of internalization of these
rules and strategies to other problems of increased level of complexity, novelty, and abstraction. Although mediation for Transcendence
depends on the first two criteria, the combination of all three criteria
becomes a powerful vehicle for the development of cognitive
modifiability and the widening of the individual's need system.
(d) In Mediation of Feelings of Competencethe mediator initially arranges
the environment to ensure the child's success and interprets the
environment in a manner that conveys to the child an awareness of
the capability of functioning independently and successfully. This
is done in various ways such as reorganizing aspects of the environment (e.g., graduating levels of task difficulty), providing opportunities for success, interpreting the meaning of success, and rewarding
the child for attempts to master and cope effectively with the situation. The mediator provides feedback not only to successful solutions but also to partially successful performances and attempts
at mastery.
(e) In Mediation for Regulation of Behavior the mediator regulates the child's
responses, depending on the task's demands as well as on the child's
behavioral style, by either inhibiting impulsive tendencies or by accelerating behavior. The mediator can analyze the task components,
inhibit the child's acting-out behavior, delay immediate gratification,
focus on task characteristics, and elicit metacognitive strategies. Mediation for Regulation of Behavior is of critical importance in helping
the child register information accurately, and it affects the whole
process of mental operations.
The MLE theory has produced practical tools for diagnosis and inter~
vention programs, the most known of which are the Learning Propensity Assessment Device (LPAD; Feuerstein, Rand, Haywood, Kyram, & Hoffman, 1995), Instrumental Enrichment (Feuerstein, Rand, Hoffman, & Miller, 1980), Bright Start
(Haywood, Brooks, & Burns, 1986), Cognitive Network (COGNET; Greenberg,
1990), Cognitive Modifiability Battery (CMB): Assessment and Intervention (Tzuriel,
1995a, 2000c, in press), The Peer-Mediation Program (Shamir & Tzuriel, 1999),
and More Intelligent and Sensitive Child (MISC; Klein, 1996). The focus of this
paper is diagnostic tools.

EDUCATIONAL PERSPECTIVES OF DYNAMIC
ASSESSMENT RESEARCH
This section first portrays qualitative aspects of DA by describing the case
study of an adolescent boy who failed a conventional group test. Following
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the case study is a discussion of several key issues and questions from a research perspective.

Case Study: A Child with an Impulsive Tendency
Jacob, a 13~year~old boy, was referred for DA after repeated failures to enroll
in a secondary high school. His family lives in a developing small town in
Israel and comes from middle socioeconomic status (SES). As one of the requirements for enrolling to a secondary high school, Jacob was administered
a conventional group test at a well-known institute for vocational counseling
in Jerusalem. The test findings revealed that Jacob was at the 4th to 6th percentile across several domains of the test. Consequently Jacob was rejected
from several schools and referred to a vocational school considered to be appropriate for children with mild mental retardation. The parents could not ac~
cept this referral, as they knew their child to be a smart and resourceful boy,
creative in problem solving, full of initiative activities around the house, and
with a rich social life. His academic achievements were adequate, indicating
an appropriate level of understanding. All of these factors did not justify the
level of education assigned to him.
The parents referred Jacob first to a psychologist, who began to test him
by using the WISC-R. However, after 15 minutes Jacob showed signs of stress,
began to cry, complained about the need to be tested again, and ran away
from the testing room. Following this session, the psychologist diagnosed
the child as having an emotional instability and referred the parents and the
child to a psychiatrist. In a later interview with the parents they reported deep
despair because they received the impression that from one helping agent to
another the child's situation became worse. The father commented sarcastically, "I guess that the next step is to hospitalize the child." Following the ad~
vice of another psychologist, the parents decided to take Jacob in for DA.
In the first session, which took about two hours, Jacob was initially very
suspicious and depressed, but within 30 minutes he showed more confidence
and his overall emotional mood changed. Jacob was given several tests from
the Learning Propensity Assessment Device (LPAD; Feuerstein et al., 1979). It
was immediately clear that Jacob was an intelligent child and a fast learner.
He could immediately grasp new cognitive principles, worked systematically
in gathering information, and applied the newly acquired principles to novel
and more complex problems. The main deficient cognitive functions revealed
were impulsivity in gathering the information (input phase), impulsivity in
choosing the right answer after correct verbal anticipation (output phase),
deficient verbal tools for helping to register information, and deficient need
for accuracy in data gathering. These deficiencies were significantly improved
after an intervention aimed at enhancement of self-regulated behavior, learning a few task-specific concepts and terms, and developing awareness of the
importance of accuracy and precision. These deficiencies could easily explain
his failure in the first group test administered in the vocational counseling
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institute. That test, which was composed of a set of multiple-choice questions, requires fine distinctions among several alternatives, paying attention
to specific verbal terms that provide cues about the correct answer, and
choice of the best answer after considering very similar alternatives. For children who have these kinds of cognitive deficiencies, the multiple-choice type
of test is disastrous because it requires exactly the cognitive functions that
are deficient. It should be noted that these cognitive functions are not indicative of a child's ability for abstraction and understanding but rather of
poor learning habits, behavioral tendencies, and attitudes toward learning. It
seems that the low score achieved by lacob on the group test did not reflect
his true level of functioning, but rather a behavioral tendency to react impulsively, a lack of learning opportunities to learn verbal tools, and poor mediation in the family for accuracy and precision.
As a result of the DA testing lacob was referred for cognitive intervention
aimed at remediation of the specific deficiencies. The psychological report
sent to the secondary high school strongly recommended to accept him on
the premise that, by the time that school started (6 months from the testing
date), a cognitive intervention program would be implemented to prepare
lacob for school activities, lacob received the planned intervention for six
months (three hours a week) and showed significant progress. He was even~
tually accepted to the secondary high school and graduated successfully. Today, ten years after the testing, lacob is serving in the army in a responsible
job and planning to go to college. It should be noted that acceptance to the
secondary high school was not automatic upon receiving the psychological
report. There was need for a special meeting with school staff members to explain the DA results and the prognosis based on them, as well as to negotiate the terms for acceptance.
lacob's case exemplifies many of the problems and difficulties psychologists and educators face when dealing with DA findings. These difficulties include understanding the goals of DA, the specific diagnostic procedures, the
translation of findings into intervention processes, and the educational and
socioemotional implications of the assessment.
One of the main issues regarding DA is to what degree learning processes
within the test situation improve the performance of children coming from
diverse ability groups, cultural backgrounds, SES groups, and children with
learning difficulties. It was expected that children who had not been exposed
to adequate mediation in the past, because of internal or external reasons,
would benefit more from the mediation given in the DA procedure than would
children who had relatively rich learning experiences. It should be noted that
very frequently the distinction between SES level, cultural difference, and
learning difficulty is not possible. Nevertheless, the following section presents research focused on DA as related to socioeconomic level, cultural difference, and mental handicap. In order to facilitate understanding of cognitive processes involved in DA, several of the DA measures are described with
a focus on indications of cognitive modifiability.
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DA in Different SES Level and Ability Level Groups
Previous research has shown generally that standardized intelligence scores
underestimate the cognitive ability of individuals coming from low SES levels and that DA provides information that could not be achieved by static tests (see, e.g., Brown & Ferrara, 1985; Hamers, Hessels, & Pennings, 1996;
Hessels, 1997; Lidz & Thomas, 1987; Resing, 1997; Tzuriel, 1989; Tzuriel &
Haywood, 1992). Tzuriel and Klein (1985) showed that advantaged and disadvantaged children scored 69% and 64%, respectively, on the Children's Analogical Thinking Modifiability test (CATM; Tzuriel & Klein, 1985), as compared to
39% and 44%, respectively, on the Raven's Colored Progressive Matrices (RCPM;
Raven, 1956). These findings were replicated with hearing and deaf preschool
children (Tzuriel & Caspi, 1992).
Shochet (1992) used DA as a group test to predict the success of black
undergraduate students in South Africa. The criterion measures were the
number of credits and the average grade achieved at the end of the first year.
The students were divided into low and high modifiable groups on the basis of the Deductive Reasoning Test (Verster, 1973), which was adapted as a
DA predictive measure. The results revealed significant prediction of the criterion measures among the low modifiable students (r - .55 for Credits)
as compared to negative prediction among the high modifiable students
(r - -.22 for Credits). Shochet explained the findings by suggesting that the
low modifiable students were less susceptible to being modified during a
period of one year, hence the higher correlation between the modifiability
measure and the achievement criterion. The negative correlation in the high
modifiable students indicates that what was being measured in the static
test was not a reflection of their skills in the range of the cognitive area being
tested. Shochet's conclusion was that the static test was invalid for predicting achievement of the more modifiable disadvantaged students. This study
raises the issue of the construct validity of static tests such as the SAT and
part of the GRE as aptitude tests rather than as achievement tests.
Using a different approach and different predictive and criterion variables,
Campione and Brown (1987) and Brown and Ferrara (1985) found in their
studies that students of lower ability, as compared with higher ability students, require more instruction to reach a learning criterion and need more
help to show transfer. In a series of studies, Brown and Ferrara (1985) used
different tasks. In their first study, they used a letter completion task (alphabetical progression task) that required understanding of several rules. The
problems were presented initially to a group of third and fifth graders to
be solved independently, much like a standard test. In the next step the researchers introduced a set of standardized graduated prompts increasing in
level of explicitness. The first prompt was a subtle hint whereas the final step
was direct teaching of the problem's solution. The extent of the ZPD was empirically translated into the number of prompts needed to solve the first problem versus the second problem, and so on. A child revealing a wide ZPD was
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one who reduced the number of prompts needed from one trial to another,
or in other words showed effective transfer of a new solution across similar
problems. The findings showed, as expected, that the fifth graders learned
more quickly (i.e., needed less hints) than the third graders, and that high-IQ
children required about three-fourths the number of hints needed by the
average-IQ children to reach a criterion of learning. What is more important
with regard to the difference between static assessment and DA is that a good
number of children (about one-third) had a learning speed that was not predicted by their IQ level. The authors reported also that more prompts were
needed to solve the far transfer problems than the maintenance and near
transfer problems. Interactions of grade and IQ level with breadth of transfer
showed that more prompts were needed for the third graders and for the lowIQ level children than for the fifth graders and the high-IQ level children. IQ
level did not predict the degree of transfer for about one-third of the children.
Comparison of speed of learning with degree of transfer showed that about
one-third of the subjects did not conform to the slow learning/low transfer
and fast learning/high transfer patterns.
When learning speed and transfer level profiles were broken down by IQ
level, it was found that the IQ of almost 50% of the children did not predict
learning speed and/or degree of transfer. The findings revealed five learning profiles: (a) slow: slow learners, narrow transferors, low IQ, (b) fast: fast
learners, wide transferors, high IQ, (c) reflective: slow learners, wide transferors, (d) context.~bound: fast learners, narrow transferors, and (e) high scores: fast
learners, wide transferors, low IQ.
In a second study, Brown and Ferrara (1985) posed the question whether
these profiles are consistent across domains. For this purpose the authors
used the letter-completion task and a progressive matrices task, both of
which involve inductive reasoning but were different in modality of presentation (verbal versus figural). The subjects were EMR students (mean IQ - 70)
who were classified by the above five learning profiles. The findings revealed
that the correlation for number of hints required to reach learning criteria on
both tasks was .66. The correlation for performance on maintenance/transfer
tasks, however, was more domain-specific, as reflected by the lower correla~
tion of .39. Another finding was that for number of hints, 76% of the children
displayed the same learning status on both tasks. On maintenance/transfer
criteria, 43% were identical on both tasks but 52% shifted from one to the opposite status.
In two other studies (Campione & Brown, 1987), change scores on the
RCPM were predicted by ability (IQ) and dynamic (measures of learning and
transfer) tests. The change scores were the residual gain calculated by the
pre~ to postteaching performance. The DA measures were simplified forms of
the progressive matrices and a series completion task. The findings showed
that the learning and transfer measures predicted the residual gain scores
above and beyond the measures of ability.
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Tzuriel and Klein (1985, 1987) explored the effects of mediation in a DA
context with kindergarten children identified as being advantaged, disadvantaged, having needs for special education, or as MR. The kindergarten children were 5 to 6 years old, whereas the last group was composed of older
MR children with a mental age (MA) equal to kindergarten level. Before discussing the results, the CATM test is briefly described. The children were
administered a DA measure for young children (the CATM) and a static test,
the RCPM.
The purpose of the CATM is to test cognitive modifiability and use of
higher-order concepts and operations. The operation of analogy has been
considered by many authors as a powerful tool for a wide range of cognitive
processes and as a principal operation for problem solving activities (e.g.,
Goswami, 1991; Holyoak & Thagard, 1995). The CATM test is composed of
14 items for each phase of administration (preteaching, teaching, and post~
teaching), and 18 colored blocks are used to present and solve the analogies.
The CATM items, graduated in level of difficulty, require a relatively higher
level of abstraction and various cognitive functions. During the teaching
phase, the child is mediated to (a) search for relevant dimensions required
for the analogical solution, (b) understand transformational rules and analogical principles, (c) search systematically for correct blocks, and (d) improve efficiency of performance. Examples of two analogical problems are
presented in Figure 15.1.
In order to solve the problems the child has to infer the relation between
the first two blocks and transfer it to the second pair of blocks. In the second
problem the child has to understand the concept of "opposite" (in the first
pair the yellow on top goes to bottom and the blue in bottom goes to top).
In addition, the task requires systematic exploratory behavior, simultaneous
consideration of several sources of information, need for accuracy, and control of impulsivity.
The CATM can be administered in one of two versions: clinical/educational
and measurement/research. In the measurement/research version, preteaching and postteaching phases are given without mediation, and the child's responses are scored. A short-term but intensive mediation is given in the time
between the tests, and responses are recorded and scored. In the clinical/ed~
ucational version, no scores are given, and assessment refers mainly to qualitative aspects of the child's performance. The qualitative aspects refer to the
amount and nature of mediation needed to solve a problem, the level of task
difficulty in relation to the child's solution, behavioral tendencies that affect
the child's cognitive responses, and affective-motivational (nonintellective)
factors that affect performance. Mediation is adapted to the child's level, and
parallel items are presented only after the child shows mastery level. Once
the child shows adequate mastery, it is possible to move to a higher level of
difficulty.
Tzuriel and Klein's findings showed that the highest gains from pre- to
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FIGURE 15. I

Example problems from the CATM test.
postteaching phases were found among children identified as disadvantaged
and advantaged as compared to children with needs for special education
and MR children, who showed small gains. The MR group, however, showed
significant improvement when a "partial credit" scoring method was applied
(i.e., credit given for each correctly solved dimension of color, size, and
shape). This last finding indicates that the MR group has a difficulty in integration of all sources of information and therefore showed modifiability only
when the "partial credit" method was used.
Lidz and Thomas (1987) and Tzuriel (1989) further confirmed the effectiveness of DA with young children from different SES levels. Lidz and Thomas
(1987) administered the Preschool Learning Assessment Device (PLAD) to an
experimental group composed of 3- to 5-year-old Head Start preschool chil~
dren, mostly black and Hispanic. The experimental children were compared
to control children who had experience with the same materials but without
mediation. The PLAD is based on the MLE approach and Luria's (1976) neuropsychological theory as elaborated by the Das, Naglieri, and Kirby (1994)
PASS model (Planning, Arousal, Simultaneous, Successive). The testing pro~
cedure is basically a test-intervention-retest model using readiness tasks for
3~ to 5-year-old preschool children. The testing procedure is anchored to the
Triangles subtest of the Kaufman Assessment Battery for Children (K-ABC;
Kaufman & Kaufman, 1983). The tasks include human figure drawing, building steps with cubes, and copying parquetry designs. The authors reported
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that the mediated children showed higher gains as compared to the control
children, who showed no change. Significant strong correlations also were re~
ported between the magnitude of gains and a social competency measure.
A question raised by Tzuriel (1989) was whether the effects of mediation,
found with children coming from disadvantaged families, are more articu~
lated in difficult as compared to easy tasks. This question was studied with a
group of disadvantaged (N - 54) and advantaged (N - 124) children in kindergarten and grade 1. The children were administered a DA test--the Children's Inferential Thinking Modifiability (CITM; Tzuriel, 1989, 1992b)--and a
static measure (RCPM).
The objectives of the CITM are to assess young children's ability to solve
problems that require inferential thinking as well as their ability to modify
their performance following a process of mediation. The CITM is composed
of four sets of problems for preteaching, teaching, postteaching, and transfer
phases. Content analysis of the CITM tasks reveals that it is a strategydependent test with relatively complex and abstract problems, in Piagetian
terms. An example problem (B6) is presented in Figure 15.2.
In item B6, three houses with black, blue, and white roofs are presented at
the top of the page. The child is instructed to place cards with pictures into
the appropriate houses at the top of the page. To solve the problem the child
is presented with three rows at the bottom of the page, with each row containing part of the information. The rules are that, in each row, the objects on
the left should enter the houses with patchworks to the right. In the first row,
the Bed and the Flower should go into the houses with lines (white and blue);
it is not known at this stage which object goes to which house. In the second
row, the Bed and Boat should go into the houses with lines (black and white).
Similar to the first row, it is not known which object goes to which house. In
the third row, either the Boat or the Leaf should enter the house with lines
(black). In order to solve the problem one should compare the lines and make
several analytic inferences. This inferential task requires systematic exploratory behavior, control of impulsivity, spontaneous comparative behavior,
planning, inferential~hypothetical ("iffy") thinking, and simultaneous consideration of several sources of information. The operations required for solving
the task are related to negation-negative inference ("the chair is not in the red
house and not the blue house"), and inductive reasoning. Cronbach-alpha
reliability coefficients of the preteaching, postteaching, and transfer phases
are .82, .82, and .90, respectively (Tzuriel, 1992b). The validity of the CITM has
been established in several developmental and educational studies (e.g.,
Samuels, 1998; Tzuriel, 1989; Tzuriel & Eran, 1990; Tzuriel & Weiss, 1998).
The findings have showed higher pre- to postteaching improvements for
disadvantaged than for advantaged children (Tzuriel, 1989). The degree of improvement of the disadvantaged children over the advantaged children was
higher in the medium- and high-complexity level problems than in the lowcomplexity level problems. These results verify what is known clinically--
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FIGURE 15.2

Example item (B6) from the CITM test.
that mediation is most effective and therefore most needed in complex and/
or abstract tasks. While the higher gains of the disadvantaged children over
the advantaged children also might be contributed to by a ceiling effect, the
magnitude of gains indicates that mediation is more effective with children
who have a lower initial performance level.
The effectiveness of DA with children of low SES was shown also on older
children in grades 7-9, using the Set Variations II (SV-II) test from the LPAD
(Feuerstein, Rand, Haywood, Kyram, & Hoffman, 1995) administered as a
group DA test (Tzuriel & Feuerstein, 1992). It should be noted that Jensen
(1980) considers tasks such as those in SV-II as representing Level II of thinking and, therefore, essentially untrainable. The SV-II was administered to ad-
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vantaged and disadvantaged students (N - 749) in three experimental conditions: High Teaching (HT), Low Teaching (LT), and No Teaching (NT). The
Raven Standard Progressive Matrices (RSPM) was administered as a static
test to all groups twice, once before and once two weeks after the treatment.
The initial scores on this test were used to classify subjects into three levels
of initial performance.
The findings showed that performance on the SV-II was higher for: (a) subjects who received the higher level of teaching, (b) subjects who had initially
high performance (based on RSPM initial score), and (c) socially advantaged
subjects as compared to those from disadvantaged families. Another finding indicated that the difference between advantaged and disadvantaged
children was much lower in the HT condition than in the LT condition. The
results of this study indicate, in general, the invalidity of the RSPM scores in
representing an individual's "psychometric intelligence," especially for lowperforming groups, and that with the relatively short intervention procedure
given in group DA situations one can achieve much higher performance. The
fact that the second administration of the RSPM was two weeks after the intervention strengthens the argument that the changes were not superficial or
temporary but represented a solid phenomenon.
The differences between children coming from low and middle SES groups
were studied recently using the Children's Seriational Thinking Modifiability
test (CSTM; Tzuriel, 1995b). The CSTM test is a DA measure designed for 3- to
5-year-old children. It is based mainly on operation of seriation, although
other operations related to comparisons and qt~antitative relations are included as well. The CSTM allows the assessment of cognitive modifiability in
a domain considered to be prerequisite for further mathematical skills (Ginsburg, 1977) and transitive relations (Kingma, 1983). The CSTM is composed
of unique problems that require both an arrangement of stimuli on a certain
continuum and the controlling for one or more dimensions that are embedded within the same set of stimuli. In several of the items, for example, the
examinee is required first to order the set according to one dimension (e.g.,
size) while trying to avoid interference of other dimensions within the given
set. An example from the CSTM is presented in Figure 15.3.
Figure 15.3 shows the ordering of the horses according to the two dimensions embedded in the problem (size and number). The cards are presented
in a mixed order, and the child is asked to order them; no instructions are
given as to how to order. If the child experiences difficulties, he or she is given
the term of the first dimension (e.g., number) and mediated how to make the
order. After mastering one dimension the child is asked to reorder by a different dimension, and the same mediation procedure is repeated whenever
necessary. The child's ability to shift from one order to another and to control
for irrelevant information when focusing on the target dimension indicates
an inclination for flexibility and self-regulation of behavior.
A study on a sample of disadvantaged (N - 69) and advantaged (N - 62)
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kindergarten children showed that the disadvantaged children achieved initially lower scores than advantaged children did but significantly improved
their performance from the pre- to postteaching phase and narrowed the gap
with the advantaged group. Similar to previous findings (Tzuriel, 1989), the
pre- to postteaching gains were more articulated in problems with a high
level of complexity (e.g., containing more dimensions in one set) than in
problems with a low level of complexity.

Dynamic Assessment of Children
with Mental Handicap, Developmental Delay,
and Specific Learning Difficulties
In one of the first extensive clinical studies, Samuels, Tzuriel, and MalloyMiller (1989) administered a battery of eight tests from the LPAD to four
groups of children: learning disabled (LD), learning disabled with attention
deficit disorder (LD/ADD), educable mentally handicapped (EMH), and normally achieving children. In addition to performance scores three types
of data were collected: deficient cognitive functions (i.e., deficient spatial orientation, deficient comparative behavior), type and amount of mediation (i.e., restraint of impulsivity, metacognitive questioning), and nonintellective factors
(i.e., accessibility to mediation, frustration tolerance). All data were videotaped during both training and testing phases and later rated on rating
scales. The findings showed that the performance scores of the normally
achieving children and LD children were similar. Both groups did not have
difficulties on the LPAD tests. The LD/ADD group, however, had significantly
lower scores than the normally achieving children and the LD children on all
tests. The EMH group showed the poorest performance on all tests but also
showed significant gains on every test with mediation prior to responding.
Group differences were reduced when a score of correct answers with mediation prior to response was computed.
The findings on the deficient cognitive functions showed that a higher
percentage of LD/ADD children were rated with deficient cognitive functions
than the LD children. This finding was consistent across all categories. The
highest percentage of children rated as deficient was found in the EMH group.
Interestingly, the group differences are primarily in degree of deficiency rather
than in kind. Comparison of training to testing phase showed, as expected, a
consistent drop in the percentage of children rated as deficient, with the exception of language and communication categories, which remained high for
all three groups.
The findings on mediation showed that the EMH group required the greatest amount of mediation, followed by the LD/ADD group. The LD group required less mediation than the LD/ADD or EMH groups, except in mediation
for competence, which was given more extensively to the EMH group than to
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the other groups. The categories of prompting, focusing, promoting metacognitive awareness, teaching rules and strategies, and mediation of competence were the most frequently required mediations for the EMH group and,
to a lesser degree, the LD/ADD and LD groups. The normal achieving group
required minimal mediation.
Of most importance are the findings showing that the gains of the EMH
group, following mediation, as well as their ability to deal with abstract
formal operational tasks, could not have been predicted by their standard
WISC-R scores. The authors reported also that, while the WISC-R scores could
have predicted the general performance pattern among the groups across all
LPAD tests, this was not the case for the LD and LD/ADD groups. Both groups
showed similar performance on the WISC-R but demonstrated consistent dif~
ferences in performance on the LPAD tests. The LD group consistently made
more errors, exhibited more deficient cognitive functions, and required more
mediation to perform effectively. The authors concluded that the LPAD provides useful information about children with learning difficulties that is not
readily apparent from static assessment, and that the information can change
clinicians' and teachers' views about children's learning potential.
Similar findings were reported by Rutland and Campbell (1995) with a
group of learning disabled and nondisabled children who were administered
a spatial orientation task (i.e., locating an object within a large-scale maze
environment using a map). All children were taught by the graduated prompt
approach. The findings showed that, while IQ and pretest scores contributed
25% to the variance of the pre- to posttest improvement, DA measures accounted for 31% of the variance, and that predictive validity among learning
disabled children was higher than among non-disabled children.
The effectiveness of DA was demonstrated extensively on different
samples of young children showing various learning difficulties (Burns, 1991;
Reinharth, 1989; Missiuna & Samuels, 1989; Tzuriel & Klein, 1985). Reinharth
(1989), for example, using a sample of developmentally delayed children,
showed that experimental children who received mediation improved their
pre- to posttest scores and continued to improve their performance in a
follow~up phase more than a control group. Reinharth's findings contradict
previous findings with kindergarten children identified as needing special
education (Tzuriel & Klein, 1985) who did not show an improvement on the
CATM test after a mediation phase.
Missiuna and Samuels (1989) tried to explain why these children showed
no pre- to posttest improvement by referring to the type of mediation required for this group. Their arguments were that the mediation given in Tzuriel and Klein's (1985) study was standardized (i.e., given similarly to each
child without taking into account the unique difficulties of the specific tested
individual) and that children needing special education are especially sensitive to the type of mediation given to them. Missiuna and Samuels also ar-
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gued that mediation that is tailored to the children's specific needs is more
effective than the mediation given regularly in the teaching phase of the DA
procedure. In a replication study, they introduced two adjustments. First,
learning disabled children in kindergarten were assigned randomly to treatment conditions of either "instruction" or "mediation." "Instruction" was similar to the original teaching phase in that the children received the same non~
prescribed mediation. The "mediation" condition, however, was tailored to
the unique difficulties demonstrated by the child during assessment (e.g., attention span, labeling, and self-regulation). Second, the CATM was administered twice with no mediation in between in order to rule out practice effects
and familiarity with test problems. Their findings showed no practice effect,
as evidenced by the lack of improvement between the two administrations.
The main findings, however, showed that the handicapped children who re~
ceived mediation significantly improved their scores, whereas the "instruction" group showed no change. Thus, the minor improvement of the "instruction" group replicated Tzuriel and Klein's (1985) results with the special
education group, using the regular mediation.
The modifiability of the special education group was demonstrated more
impressively with use of the "partial credit" scoring method than with the
"all-or~none" method. This result might be explained by the difficulties of
the children in simultaneously considering and integrating all three types
of information (color, shape, and size). Also, the "mediation" group required
significantly more time to solve the postteaching problems than did the
"instruction" group, a result that was explained by better control of impulsiw
ity and awareness of different options for problem solving strategies. Missiuna and Samuels (1989) concluded that mediation in DA should be tailored
to children's unique learning difficulties in order to reveal their learning
potential.
The utility of DA also was demonstrated in a study carried out in Canada
by Samuels, Killip, MacKenzie, and Fagan (1992) with a group of kindergarten
children with learning disabilities. The children were given the CATM (dynamic) and the RCPM and PPVT-R (static). An outcome-unobtrusive measure
of regular versus special education class attendance, taken two years later,
showed that only the CATM postteaching score significantly predicted class
attendance. Children attending regular classes had higher CATM postteaching scores than did children who ended up attending special education
classes. This result supported the notion that postmediation scores are
better predictors of future learning than is initial performance on a static
measure.
The importance of DA with learning disabled children was demonstrated
also by Resing (1997) on groups of second-grade children coming from
classes of slow-learning, learning disabled, and regular education students.
Resing designed a learning potential test based on two inductive reasoning
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tests: exclusion and verbal analogies (i.e., Pencil:Writing :: M o u t h : ) .
These tests were taken from the Revised Amsterdam Kindergarten Intelligence Test (RAKIT; Bleichrodt, Drenth, Zaal, & Resing, 1984). The inductive
reasoning tests were chosen because of their centrality in theories of intelligence, their central role in cognitive development, and the frequency with
which a variety of tasks are solved by inductive and analogical reasoning
processes. The test was administered by the graduated prompt technique.
Learning potential was defined by the number of hints necessary to reach a
specified amount of learning and the amount of transfer on various tasks defined. A system of graduated prompts was designed using metacognitive
hints ("What do you have to do?"), cognitive hints ("What is the relation between pencil and writing?"), and training steps, each of which was composed
of several graduated steps. Resing's findings showed that learning disabled
and slow-learning children needed twice and three times, respectively, as
many hints as children coming from mainstream education. The learning potential test revealed, as expected, more qualitative information about the
child's cognitive functioning (e.g., type of hints needed, type of strategies
used) than did the static test performance. Both learning potential scores
had significant additional predictive value for school performance. Resing
(1997) concluded that the learning potential tests are of most importance
when there are doubts about the child's real intelligence level because of cultural background or disadvantaged educational history.

Application of DA with Culturally Different Children
Assessment of culturally different children is of great theoretical and practical importance. Theoretically, DA can shed light on the influence of cultural
factors on children's cognitive modifiability and learning processes. For example, three of the crucial issues are the role of mediation in a specific culture as a determinant of cognitive plasticity (i.e., modifying cognitive structures
as a response to environmental demands), internalization of novel cultural
symbolic mental tools with transition from one culture to another, and development of resiliency in coping with cultural conflicts. Practically, DA can provide
information regarding specific educational practices of culturally different
groups, and adequate cognitive intervention programs aimed at narrowing
academic gaps among these groups.
Culturally different children might show low performance in standardized
tests because of language differences and/or lack of learning opportunities.
DA can go beyond these difficulties and provide a better understanding of
the basic learning processes and learning potential. Cross-cultural research
showed DA to be more accurate than standardized tests in revealing children's cognitive abilities (Guthke & A1-Zoubi, 1987; Hessels & Hamers, 1993;
Kaniel, Tzuriel, Feuerstein, Ben-Shachar, & Eitan, 1991; Skuy & Shmukler,
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1987; Tzuriel & Kaufman, 1999; Vygotsky, 1978). The reason is that the interactive nature of the test allows undeveloped cognitive capacities to mature
and provides the possibility to observe learning processes and to go beyond
the children's manifested cognitive performance.
Hessels and Hamers (1993) and Hessels (1997) carried out extensive studies in the Netherlands on samples of Moroccan and Turkish minority children
who were compared to Dutch school-age children. Both studies used a language-free test of learning potential. The test is based on a short-term learning test model (Guthke & Wingenfeld, 1992) and is composed of five subtests:
classification, number series, figurative analogies, word-object association
(recognition and naming), and syllable recall. The first three subtests address
inductive reasoning. Achievements on all five subtests are age related, sensitive to individual differences, and substantially correlated with school
achievement. The findings showed that, although the minority groups scored
lower than the native Dutch children on standardized IQ tests, there were
no differences on the DA measure. No difference was found in the predictive power of static and DA measures. In the later study, Hessels (1997) found
that children who scored low on the standard test scored low, average, or
even high on the LEM. About 10-15% of the minority children and 10% of the
Dutch children were labeled as intellectually impaired, whereas their learning potential scores were average or above average. Prediction of academic
gains in classroom settings showed that the learning potential scores were
better predictors of academic achievements than were static scores, and that
higher prediction was found among children with high learning potential
than among children with average learning potential.
Tzuriel and Kaufman (1999) demonstrated the efficiency of DA with a group
of grade 1 Ethiopian immigrants to Israel compared to a group of Israeli-born
grade 1 children. The question was how to assess the immigrants' learning
potential in view of the fact that their cognitive scores on static tests were low
and that standard testing procedures inaccurately reflected this population's
cognitive functioning. It should be noted that the Ethiopian immigrants had
to overcome a "civilization gap" in order to adapt to Israeli society. This issue
transcends the specific context of the Ethiopian immigrants, both theoretically and pragmatically. The main hypothesis of this study was that many of
these immigrants would reveal cultural difference but not cultural deprivation
(i.e., when the child lacks parental mediation in his or her own culture), and
therefore that they would reveal high levels of modifiability within a DA situation. The Ethiopian group was compared to the group of Israeli-born children on the RCPM and on two young children's DA measures (the CATM and
the CITM). The findings for the CITM are described in Figure 15.4.
Figure 15.4 shows an initial superiority on the CITM preteaching scores
of the Israeli-born group over the Ethiopian group. The Ethiopian children,
however, improved their performance more than the Israeli children and
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The CITM scores among Ethiopian and Israeli~born children.

closed the gap in the postteaching performance. The gap between the two
groups was even narrower in the transfer phase, which consists of more dif~
ficult problems. Similar results were found also on the CATM, which taps
a different cognitive domain. Thus, in spite of the initial superiority of the
Israeli-born children in every test, atter a short bu[ intensive teaching process the Ethiopian group significantly narrowed the gap. These findings are
similar to those reported previously on older Ethiopian children (Kaniel
et al., 1991 ) and to findings in other countries showing smaller differences be ~
tween minority and mainstream groups after a mediation given within a DA
process (i.e., Skuy & Shmukler, 1987). Unlike the initial group difference on
the inferential domain of the CITM, the performance on a rather simple do ~
m a i n - - t h e Free-Recall s u b t e s t - - s h o w e d no significant difference. The lack
of inferiority of the Ethiopian children on this task probably reflects the
Ethiopian's culture of oral learning and rote learning strategies. Correlation
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analyses showed that the Free-Recall score was significantly correlated with
the RCPM score only in the Ethiopian group. This result was explained by the
Ethiopian children's tendency to use similar cognitive processes in solving
both tasks, as compared to the Israeli-born children's tendency to apply different processes.
A striking finding was the improvement of the Ethiopian-born children on
the CITM Classification subtest. The Classification subtest is composed of 24
pictures divided into six categories. The child is asked to classify the pictures
he or she has been already exposed to in the previous inferential test. After
initial performance, a short teaching phase is given, followed by a parallel
posttest. The teaching phase is composed of a short (1-2 rain.) explanation
of the concept of a group, with demonstration of one category. The findings
showed drastic improvement among the Ethiopian group (from .70 to 9.00)
as compared to the Israeli-born group (from 10.20 to 12.00). Although these
findings should be taken cautiously because of the group differences in standard deviations and because of a ceiling effect, it nevertheless indicates very
substantial differences between the two groups in their basic approach to the
classification task. The very low initial performance of the Ethiopian children
was explained as a result of the lack of familiarity with classification tasks
rather than to a lack of ability. These results coincide with cross-cultural research findings indicating that individuals in many non-Western nations classify items into functional rather than taxonomic categories (e.g., Luria, 1976;
Scribner, 1984; Sharp, Cole, & Lave, 1979).

Dynamic Assessment of Children
with Language Deficits
DA has been adapted by several researchers, especially speech-language
pathologists, to provide a valid means for the assessment of reading difficulties and for differentiating children with language differences from children
with language disorders (e.g., Jeffrey, 1997; Pefia & Gillam, 2000; Sharoni &
Greenfeld, 1999). Pefia and Gillam (2000) showed, for example, with a group
of low SES children that cognitive strategies, rather than intervention mater
rials, influenced gains on a labeling task in a DA procedure. Sharoni and
Greenfeld (1999) developed an integrative model for remedial teaching of
reading that combines three approaches: the cognitive strategies involved in
reading, the mediated learning approach, and cognitive behavior strategies.
Sharoni and Greenfeld applied this model in a seminar for teachers as well
as in a clinic for assessment and remedial teaching of reading difficulties.
In a single case study the authors reported the effectiveness of their para~
digmatic integrative approach with both college students who learned teaching processes and with children diagnosed in the clinic. Using a clinical ap~
proach, Jeffrey (1997) and Jeffrey and Tzuriel (1999) demonstrated the efficient
use of the Cognitive Modifiability Battery (CMB; Tzuriel, 1995a, 2000c) to
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assess and intervene with children showing language difficulties. The CMB
tasks were used to identify various difficulties such as definition of verbal
categories, memory deficits, number concepts, directionality, grammatical
markers of comparison (e.g., biggest), self-talk strategies, and limiting of options strategies. In all of these areas the CMB tasks were used to "bridge"
newly acquired concepts to letter formation, directionality of letters, and
word formation. In conclusion, the clinical use of DA in content-related domains and the research in this area are relatively scarce, but the novel attempts for applications are promising.

Prediction of School Achievements
by Dynamic Assessment Measures
One of the problems in predicting school achievements by DA as compared
to static tests is that the academic achievement scores are usually measured
in a static way, thus giving priority to static tests. In spite of this methodological difficulty, several studies have reported the superiority of postteaching scores over preteaching or static tests in predicting school achievements
(Lidz & Greenberg, 1997; Tzuriel, Kaniel, Kanner, & Haywood, 1999; Tzuriel, in
press). Lidz and Greenberg (1997) used a modified dynamic measure of the
Cognitive Assessment System (CAS; Das & Naglieri, 1997) with a group of
first graders in a rural school, half of whom were Native Americans. Lidz and
Greenberg reported that a significant relationship existed between cognitive processes (i.e., attention, planning, simultaneous, and successive) and
school achievements. Reading scores correlated higher with the posttest than
with the pretest scores. Furthermore, lower-functioning students improved
their functioning from pre- to posttest phase more than higher-functioning
students.
Similar results were reported by Tzuriel et al. (1999) with a group of grade
1 children who had participated in the Bright Start program in kindergarten.
The prediction pattern was compared to a comparison group of children who
participated in a general skills program. Both groups received reading comprehension and math tests one year after the end of the intervention as well
as the RCPM and two DA measures (CATM and Complex Figure). The findings
showed that reading comprehension was significantly predicted by the RCPM
in both the experimental (R 2 = .19) and the comparison group (R 2 - .26).
Math scores were predicted in the experimental group far more powerfully by
the CATM postteaching (dynamic) than by the RCPM (static); both measures
predicted 47% of the variance. In the comparison group, math was predicted
by the CATM postteaching score alone (R2 _ .54).
Similar findings were reported (Tzuriel, 2000c) on a sample of first graders who were administered the CMB, reading comprehension, and math tests.
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The findings showed that reading comprehension was predicted by the postteaching Seriation and postteaching Analogies subtests of the CMB; both
tests predicted 45% of the variance. This finding was explained by the fact
that the Analogies test taps an abstraction domain, which is closer to reading comprehension than is Seriation. Seriation, on the other hand, character~
izes the individual's ability to learn task-specific strategies, which is a cognitive function related to the technical skills required in reading.
The findings for math showed that it was predicted by the postteaching
Seriation and preteaching Reproduction of Patterns subtests of the CMB;
both scores explained 57% of the variance. Detailed task analysis of these
domains showed that both tests require precision and accuracy, a cognitive
function that is required in math performance. In addition, Seriation requires
systematic exploratory behavior and learning of task-specific strategies,
which together characterize successful performance in math.
In conclusion, the findings of all studies indicate that the postteaching
scores are more powerful than static tests in predicting academic achiever
ment scores. It is assumed that, if academic performance were measured dynamically, prediction by dynamic tests would be much higher than what has
been found so far.

USE OF DYNAMIC A S S E S S M E N T IN EVALUATION
OF COGNITIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS
DA has also been used in evaluation of the efficacy of several cognitive edu~
cation programs, all based on the MLE theory: the Instrumental Enrichment
program (Feuerstein, Rand, Hoffman, & Miller, 1980), the Bright Start (Hay~
wood, Brooks, & Burns, 1986, 1992; Tzuriel et al., 1999; Tzuriel, Kaniel, Zeliger,
Friedman, & Haywood, 1998), the Structured Program for Visual-Motor Inter
gration (Tzuriel & Eiboshitz, 1992), and the Cognitive Modifiability Battery
(Lauchlan & Elliott, 1997; Tzuriel, 1995a, 2000c). Given that one of the major
goals of the cognitive education programs is to teach "learning to learn," it
was essential to use DA, in which change and improvement criteria could
be assessed. In the following sections I describe first the Complex Figure test
that was used as the "far transfer" measure of the effects of cognitive education program. Following this I describe some applications of DA to evaluate
several cognitive education programs.
The Complex Figure test was originally developed by Rey (1959), elaborated later as a DA measure by Feuerstein et al. (1979), and adapted for young
children by Tzuriel and Eiboshitz (1992). The test was used in several cogni~
tive education programs as a criterion measure and is described here briefly.
The Complex Figure test, presented in Figure 15.5, is composed of five
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FIGURE 15.5

The Complex Figure test (versions for young children).
phases. In the first phase (Copyq), the child is asked to copy the figure. In the
second phase, the child is asked to draw the figure from memory (MemoryI). In the Teaching (mediation) phase that follows, the child is taught how to
gather the information systematically, to plan the construction (i.e., drawing
first the major lines and then the secondary lines, going in clockwise order),
and to pay attention to precision, proportions, and the quality of lines. A second copy phase (Copy-II) and a second memory phase (Memory-II) are administered exactly as in the first two phases. Comparison of copy and mem~
ory phases--before and after teaching--provides information about the
cognitive modifiability of the child's performance.
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The Bright Start Program
The Bright Start program contains seven cognitive instructional units used
with small groups and addresses fundamental aspects of preschool children's
cognitive functioning: Self-Regulation, Number Concepts, Comparison, RoleTaking, Classification, Sequences and Patterns/Seriation, and Letter-Shape
Concepts/Distinctive Features (Haywood et al., 1986, 1992). A basic component of the Bright Start program is mediational teaching style, which is characterized by mediating basic thinking skills, generalized meanings of the children's experiences, and metacognitive processes.
Bright Start, when applied systematically with young disadvantaged
and/or handicapped children, is expected to increase learning effectiveness
through acquisition of cognitive, motivational, and metacognitive prerequisites to learning of academic content, and to prepare young children for
school learning. The Bright Start program was evaluated in two studies uing a
DA approach (Tzuriel et al., 1998, 1999). In the first study (Tzuriel et al., 1999),
the effectiveness of Bright Start was investigated with a sample of kindergarten children who participated in the program for 10 months. This experimental group was compared to a parallel group of children who received a
basic skills program. All children were administered first the static and then
the DA measures, before and after the intervention. The DA measures were
the CATM and the Complex Figure tests. The Complex Figure test was conceptualized as a "far-transfer" test because the Bright Start contains no visual-motor component. The Complex Figure test, however, requires cognitive
functions that were taught in the program in different modalities (e.g., planning, regulation of behavior, need for accuracy, and systematic exploratory
behavior).
The findings indicate that the experimental group made more changes
from pre- to postintervention than the comparison group on the Cognitive
Development test (Simpson, 1985), the CATM preteaching, and the Complex
Figure preteaching test (Copy-I and Memory-I). In spite of the relatively lower
performance level of the experimental children, they succeeded in closing the
gap with the comparison group after the intervention. Of most importance
are the results of the Complex Figure test, which requires fine visual-motor
integration skills--skills that were not part of the Bright Start program, which
was heavily based on verbal interactions. A follow-up study carried out in
grade 1 showed that the experimental group scored not only higher than did
the control group but also showed higher pre- to postteaching improvement.
Similar findings were reported with a sample of kindergarten children who
received only the Classification and Seriation units of the Bright Start program (Tzuriel et al., 1998). The findings indicated that, while both groups performed about the same before the program on Visual Memory and Concept
Formation tests (static), the experimental group showed higher improvement
than did the control group after the intervention. Findings on the CATM and
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the Complex Figure tests (dynamic) given after the intervention showed that
the experimental group made greater pre- to postteaching changes than
did the control group. The Complex Figure findings indicated transfer effects
due to the fact that they tap a different domain than what is taught in the
Bright Start program.
The replication of results across the two studies might suggest that, unlike
skills~based programs, the treatment effects of cognitive education programs
can be integrated across skill domains within individuals' cognitive systems.
Bright Start does not include any specifically visual~motor exercises; rather,
the whole program is based on visual presentation of stimuli, discussion of
strategies for solving problems, metacognitive processes, verbal dialogues,
social interactions, and logical analyses of situations and problems. In spite
of the verbal-logical nature of the program, the experimental children in both
studies were able to generalize from the mediational experiences and perform much better than the control groups.

Structured Program of Visual Motor
Integration (SP~VMI)
More evidence for the utility of the use of DA is reported in regard to the
SP-VMI (Tzuriel & Eiboshitz, 1992). This program is composed of a combination of MLE processes and the practice of visual~motor tasks aimed at en~
hancing VMI skills. A group of randomly selected disadvantaged and special
education preschool children were randomly assigned to experimental (N 60) and control (N - 30) groups and were given static and DA measures before and after the intervention. The experimental children received the SPVMI for about three months (12 hours of intervention), whereas the control
group participated in a general motor skills program. The major comparison
in this study was between gain scores achieved on the Complex Figure before
and after the intervention. The results indicated significant improvement of
the experimental over the control group on most static tests and on the Complex Figure gain score. The experimental group showed a significant increase
in gain after the intervention, whereas the control group showed a slight decrease, a result that was explained by the more difficult version of the Complex Figure test given after the intervention. In all studies, DA measures were
found to be more useful as criterion measures of cognitive education programs than were static measures.

The Cognitive Modifiability Battery (CMB):
Assessment and Intervention
Tzuriel (1992a, 1998, in press) has long suggested using DA instruments
interchangeably for assessment and intervention. A practical application
of this idea was designed in the CMB (Tzuriel, 1995a, 1997b, 2000c), which
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is aimed at diagnosing and treating deficient cognitive functions, various
cognitive operations, and problem-solving strategies. The CMB was developed primarily for students in kindergarten through grade 3, but it can be
used also with older children who have learning difficulties. The CMB is com~
posed of four plates and 64 wooden blocks (in red, green, blue, and yellow).
Each of the four plates contains nine "windows" (arranged in a 3 • 3 pattern) and small removable wooden squares that cover the windows, thereby
creating different patterns of open windows as required for the different CMB
tasks.
The CMB is composed of five subtests, each tapping a different area of
cognitive functioning: Seriation, Reproduction of Patterns, Analogies, Sequences, and Memory. An example item from the Sequences (Level II) subtest (Transfer section) is shown in Figure 15.6.
In Sequences (Level II), the child is presented with four plates; all outside
windows are open. The examiner places colored blocks on the first three
plates, and the child must complete the blocks in the fourth plate. In order
to solve the Transfer problem presented in the figure (TRNS9-B), the child
has to grasp the systematic way by which the blocks change color, number,
height, and position. The blue and the yellow blocks change positions from
one plate to the next in a counterclockwise direction, whereas the red and
green blocks change positions clockwise. In addition, all blocks increase in
height from one plate to another, but the position of blocks within the windows is constant.
The CMB has been used in several educational and developmental stud~
ies that have not yet been published (Jeffrey, 1997; Lauchlan & Elliot, 1997;
Tzuriel, 1997b, 2000c), but initial reports show a strong relation to various
educational and developmental variables. Lauchlan and Elliott (1997) used
the CMB as an intervention instrument with severely learning disabled children aged 8-9 years, and Jeffrey (1997) used the CMB as a diagnostic and
treatment instrument with young children showing developmental delays
and speech and language pathologies. Jeffrey (1997) used it also with older
children who showed a low level of cognitive performance. Jeffrey found, for
example, that difficulties of directionality (e.g., confusion of mirror imaging)
and deficiencies in visual transport and/or mental representation were related to acquisition of written language and school achievement. Clinical experience showed significant improvement of linguistic skills as a result of intervention aimed at remediation of various deficient cognitive deficiencies by
the CMB.
The CMB was administered as a DA test to a sample of 91 kindergarten
children and 96 grade 1 children (Tzuriel, 2000c). Principal factor analysis
with varimax rotation on the CMB subtest scores revealed five independent
factors, which explained 71.8% of the variance. The factors paralleled almost
completely to the five CMB subtests, a result that indicates the separation of
the subtests as representing different cognitive domains.
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Comparison of Different Mediational Strategies in DA
A promising line of research is related to differential effects of teaching strategies within DA on cognitive performance. Burns ( 1991), for example, showed
with high-risk kindergarten children that the mediated learning approach
was associated with higher cognitive performance and higher transfer scores
than was either the graduated prompt or static testing procedure.
Pefia and Gillam (2000) compared direct instruction, mediated learning,
and hybrid methods for instructing children about labeling on a sample of
low SES preschool children, the majority of whom came from culturally and
linguistically diverse backgrounds. Their findings indicated that the effect
size of the direct intervention gain was approximately half as large as the effect size for the hybrid group, and more than three times smaller than the effect size for the mediated learning group. The mediated learning approach
was most effective because it involves an understanding of transcendent
rules for labeling beyond specific context. These findings are consistent with
earlier theory and research (e.g., Missiuna & Samuels, 1989; Rogoff, 1990;
Tzuriel, 1998) about the importance of using mediation within the child's
zone of proximal development.

Dynamic Assessment and
Reflectivity- Impulsivity Dimension
Clinical experience in DA shows that impulsivity affects cognitive processing
in a pervasive way across various cognitive domains and phases of mental activity. Impulsivity relates to a cognitive/behavioral style rather than to the in~
dividual's abstraction ability. Very frequently impulsivity and ability are con~
founded, especially in timed tests. The effects of impulsivity on cognitive
functioning as well as change of impulsivity level after intervention were investigated in several studies (Tzuriel, 1997b, 2000a; Tzuriel & Schanck, 1994).
Tzuriel and Schanck (1994) showed that reflective children perform better in
problem-solving tasks than impulsive children or even children who have a
fast and accurate style as measured by the Matching Familiar Figures Test
(MFFT; Kagan, 1965). It was shown also that experimental children who were
administered two DA tests (CATM and CITM) had changed their cognitive
style from pre- to postteaching toward reflectivity, whereas the control children displayed no change. The findings indicate that a reflective cognitive
style is very effective in determining abstract thinking skills. The educational
implications of these findings are that one should concentrate on the level of
accuracy and on inhibition of the tendency to respond quickly, rather than
the frequently used approach of encouraging fast answers. These findings
were replicated by Tzuriel (1997b) on a sample of kindergarten to third-grade
students using the CMB.
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The effects of mediation on impulsivity and prediction of math achievements by process-oriented measures of impulsivity were investigated recently with a group of grade 1 children using the Seria-Think Instrument (Tzuriel, 2000a). The Seria-Think Instrument is a novel DA measure aimed at
assessing and teaching children a variety of arithmetic skills based on the operation of seriation, in combination with mastery of the math skills of addition and subtraction. The Seria-Think Instrument is composed of a wooden
block with three rows of holes (five holes in each row), a set of cylinders varying in length, and a measuring rod divided equally into several units. In the
first row the depth of holes is fixed, in the second row the depth of holes increases progressively, and in the third row the depth of holes is in a mixed order. The tasks involve insertion of the cylinders inside the holes in order to
get lines of cylinders with (a) equal height, (b) an increasing height, and (c) a
decreasing height. The instructions are to try to solve the problems with as
few insertions of the cylinders into the holes as possible but with a possibility to use the measuring rod as many times as the child wishes. To solve the
problems, the child has to calculate the depth of the holes and the height of
the cylinders, compare the height of the cylinders and the depth of holes, and
plan which cylinder goes into which hole. The problems require several cognitive functions, the most important of which are regulation of impulsivity,
planning behavior, systematic exploratory behavior, simultaneous consideration of few sources of information, needs for accuracy, and control of trial
and error behavior. The Seria-Think yields three measures: performance level,
as indicated by the accuracy of the solution; number of insertions, which indicates the efficiency level; and the number of measurements of the depths,
which indicates planning behavior.
Children in experimental and control groups were administered pre- and
postteaching phases on the Seria-Think. The experimental group received
mediation for regulation of behavior with special focus on planning, comparing, and computing (i.e., measuring the depth of holes and length of cylinders, adding, and subtracting), whereas the control group received free-play
manipulative experience with no mediation. Following the Seria-Think, both
groups received a content-related math test. The findings clearly indicated
that, from pre- to postteaching, the experimental children decreased significantly their number of insertions and concurrently increased their number
of measurements. The control group, on the other hand, showed about the
same response pattern before and after the treatment. Of most importance
is the result indicating that both process-oriented measures were significant
in differentiating between the experimental and control groups; the combination of both characterizes the dimension of reflectivity versus impulsivity.
The findings showed also that math score was predicted in the experimental
group by postteaching number of insertions (R 2 _ . 19)rathe fewer insertions
the child used in the postteaching phase the higher was the math score. In
the control group, the math score was predicted by the post-teaching num-
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ber of measurements and post-teaching performance (R 2 = .54)rathe higher
the score on both variables the higher was the math score. In both groups the
postteaching scores were more accurate in predicting the math scores than
were the preteaching scores.
The results of all three studies show consistently that an impulsive inclination is detrimental to cognitive performance, and that even having an accurate mode of processing does not guarantee efficient cognitive functioning
if it is not accompanied by a slow information-processing tempo. These findings have important implications for the validity of static measures of intelligence, especially the timed tests, which encourage children to work quickly.
Static tests that rest heavily on timed factors tend to constrain efficiency and
ability. Impulsive children frequently manifest a lower level of cognitive performance in spite of their relatively high learning potential and/or abstraction level. Their low performance might be interpreted as low ability rather
than as low efficiency. The findings might have implications for teaching procedures in the school system and for societal values that encourage speed
over accuracy, and efficiency over depth of processing and comprehension.

CONCLUSION
The research evidence presented in this paper validates DA as a more accurate and useful approach for measuring individual's cognitive abilities and relating them to various educational and intervention variables than the static
test approach. Current research with various clinical groups shows that children's performance in a DA context is a more accurate indicator of their learning potential than performance on a static test. The lower the cognitive performance level of the child, the more effective is the mediation given for
modifying his or her performance. Cross-cultural studies using DA with minority and learning disabled children have shown higher predictive value of
school performance than have standard static tests. Similarly, DA was found
more useful than static assessment when applied in cognitive education programs aimed at teaching children systematic data gathering, problem-solving
strategies, and "how to learn."
The use of DA in different settings and groups also has proved its efficiency
as a powerful intervention procedure. The integrative blend of assessment
and intervention is novel in view of the fact that over recent decades each
activity was separated, conceptually and methodologically. Another aspect
of the DA approach is that it offers an optimistic view of the individual as a
problem-solving thinker who possesses much higher ability than what is
manifested in other testing approaches.
In spite of the efficacy of DA there are some unresolved problems related
to cost-effectiveness, level of training, reliability and validity, and integration
of assessment and intervention. The cost-effectiveness considerations relate
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to the fact that DA takes much more time to administer than static tests and
requires more skill, better training, more experience, and greater investment
of efforts. School psychologists may ask themselves, "How can we afford testing a child for 6-8 hours when the case load is high and the time required for
DA exceeds the maximal 2-3 hours given for each case?" Policy makers surely
will ask why they should invest in methods that require several times as many
hours from the psychologists as do present methods. More evidence should
be presented for the effectiveness of DA, especially in relation to popular criterion measures of school achievements (e.g., reading comprehension and
math). The answer to the question of DA's effectiveness and worth lies in what
one considers the major goal of the assessment. If the goal is to provide a
quick and economical device to scan a child's current difficulties and predict
his or her future performance, then static tests are more useful than DA tests.
If the goal is to reveal a child's learning potential and learning processes and,
as a result, to prescribe specific learning strategies, then DA seems to be
a better approach. To some degree the goal of the DA approach is to refute
the prediction of the static test approach. The distinction between static and
DA goals derives from different philosophical perspectives. Feuerstein et al.
(1979) referred to the differences between the static and DA approaches as
a difference between the passive-acceptant and the active-modifying approaches, respectively.
The challenge of DA, then, is to be certain that the information derived is
worth the investment required to get it, and that the information then is used
in a way that results in educational benefits for the tested child. Proponents
of DA frequently mention the argument that society at large and the individual, in particular, benefit in the long run (and often in the short run) from DA.
A short, "instant" assessment might be cheaper in the short run but is super~
ficial, wasteful, and less effective in the long run. DA, on the other hand, is
lengthier and more expensive but provides in-depth and qualitatively better
results, which ensure accurate future intervention procedures. Psychologists,
educators, and policymakers should be convinced first that the information
derived from DA is worth the investment, and that the information obtained
then will then be used in a way that will have an impact on specific learning
strategies and academic achievements.
Several intriguing issues have opened up a new field for further research.
One of the main issues is: To what extent is cognitive modifiability generalized across domains? This issue has not only theoretical importance but also
carries with it practical implications for the designing of tests and media~
tional procedures. In several studies carried out at Bar-Ilan University, we
found that different measures of cognitive modifiability did not correlate significantly at kindergarten age, but with increasing age there was a tendency
for increased correlationsma phenomenon that is attributed to the development of metacognitive skills with age. The increasing metacognitive processes helped children to benefit from mediation in one domain and transfer
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whatever has been learned to another domain. Metacognition had a consolidating effect by bridging cognitive modifiability across different domains.
The results of several studies support the argument that DA measures are
more accurate than static measures in assessment of cognitive intervention
programs (Tzuriel et al., 1999), especially when the aim is to evaluate "learning how to learn" skills and cognitive modifiability. My argument is: If the declared goal of the intervention is to teach children how to learn, the outcome
measures should tap precisely that goal. The outcome measures should be
assessed dynamically; change criteria and cognitive modifiability indicators
should be the focus of evaluation. It is surprising, therefore, that many intervention programs aimed at modifying learning skills do not use DA as a primary outcome measure.
Two major unresolved issues that should be researched further are the
reliability and validity of DA. One of the objectives of DA is to change the
individual's cognitive functioning within the testing context so as to produce
internal "unreliability." Reliability then can be assessed by interrater comparisons (Tzuriel, 1992a). The psychometric properties of the tests can be examined by group administration of the DA measures, as actually was done
by several researchers (e.g., Kaniel et al., 1991, Tzuriel & Schanck, 1994). The
group DA results, besides providing information about the psychometric
properties of the tests, have been found to be crucial for indicating prescriptive teaching and educational strategies for the integration of students into
educational systems.
Interrater agreement of DA tests have been studied intensively by Samuels
et al. (1989) and Tzuriel and Samuels (2000) with learning disabled and EMH
groups. These authors showed, for example, that the overall interrater percentage of agreement for rated deficient cognitive functions was 87.6% and
for type of mediation was 91.6%. For different cognitive tasks, a different profile of deficient cognitive functions has been observed and different types of
mediation can be applied. In spite of these findings more research is needed
to verify the reliability of judgments made with DA procedures.
Validity is a major concern for any test and especially for DA, which has
been claimed to be a more accurate measure of learning potential than static
tests. Validation of DA is much more complex than validation of a static test,
for several reasons. First, DA has been claimed to have a broader scope of
goals such as assessing initial performance, deficient cognitive functions,
and type and amount of mediation, nonintellective factors, and different parameters of modifiability. Each of these dimensions requires a different cri~
terion; some of them might overlap. Second, many concepts within the MLE
theoretical framework applied extensively in assessment and intervention
still require empirical validation (e.g., the distinction among deficient cognitive functions of the input, elaboration, and output phases of the mental act).
It is important to validate which deficient cognitive functions are more easily
observed than others, and in what kind of task domain. One of the problems
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in validating DA is the need to develop a criterion variable that is derived from
a cognitive intervention. The criterion validity of DA should be tested against
criteria that match the nature of the testing, namely with changes in other domains (e.g., school achievements, cognitive changes on other tests). This re~
quires implementing a cognitive education program that is aimed at bringing
about these changes. Because a main objective of many programs is to teach
children how to learn and to be independent in developing their learning potential, it follows that exactly this ability of learning how to learn should
be assessed as a primary effect in a program's evaluation. Unfortunately, not
many studies concentrate on this aspect of validity. Many investigators have
used standard normative tests of general intelligence to assess children's
stores of knowledge, and they have sometimes regarded the results as indi~
cators of learning potential.
The main validation of DA should refer to prediction of aspects that are
not predicted by static test results. Future research should tap questions
such as the effects of failure and success in test items on subsequent performance, the effects of nonintellective factors on cognitive change, and the
utility of specific mediation strategies on both cognitive and motivational
factors.
A major criticism of DA relates to the relatively high prediction of school
achievement by static test scores. The literature is replete with evidence
showing a strong relation between IQ and school achievement. For example,
Fraser, Walberg, Welch, and Hattie (1987) carried out a meta-analytic study
based on 2575 studies to support the relationship between IQ and academic achievement. The massive data set in this case showed a familiar IQachievement correlation of. 71. This means that nearly 50% of the variance in
learning outcomes for students was explained by differences in psychometric IQ. This indeed is a crowning achievement for psychometrics. My argu~
ment is that, although no one argues that ability is uncorrelated with achievement, three extremely important questions remain: (a) What happened to the
other 50% of the achievement variance?, (b) When IQ predicts low achievement, what is necessary to defeat that prediction?, and (c) What factors influencing the unexplained variance can help us to defeat the prediction in the
explained variance?
One of the practical problems that psychologists often encounter when
testing children coming from a different culture is how to differentiate, on an
individual level, between those who manifest low level of functioning as a re~
sult of cultural difference and those that also have experienced cultural deprivation (i.e., deprived of mediation in their own culture). In this respect the
DA approach offers an alternative that is superior over the static approach
not only for its differential diagnostic value but also for its potential prescriptive remediation of deficiencies and enhancement of learning processes. On
a broader sociohistorical scale DA can open opportunities for investigating
cognitive change processes as a function of specific mediational procedures,
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implementation of learning contexts, and use of mental operations across
cultures. What is important is not so much whatchildren know or do but rather
how they learn, and how they modify their cognitive structures as a function
of mediational processes. Most important in further research is for researchers to look at children's cognitive modifiability indices as a function of specific cultural components that enhance mediation and change processes
within families, classrooms, and more extensively in broader social circles.
DA has much to offer examiners who want to understand what is limiting the
child's performance and what may be helpful for facilitating higher levels
of performance (Feuerstein et al., 1979; Haywood, 1997; Tzuriel, 1997a, 1998)
Haywood and Tzuriel (1992b) concluded that, in spite of the difficult problems mentioned,
interactive approaches to psychoeducational assessment appear to offer useful and
even rich alternatives to standardized, normative assessment. The DA approaches
appear to offer the possibility of more adequate assessment of handicapped persons (e.g., mentally retarded, sensory impaired, emotionally disturbed persons) and
persons with learning disabilities, than do standardized, normative tests. They appear
also to offer the possibility of some solution to "nondiscriminatory" assessment and
educational programming for persons in minority ethnic groups and those in "transcultural" status: immigrants and those with language differences. (pp. 56-57)

Grigorenko and Sternberg (1998), in their extensive review of dynamic testing, concluded that it is difficult to argue that DA "clearly has proved its usefulness and has shown distinct advantages over traditional static testing relative to the resources that need to be expanded" (p. 105). They admit, however,
that DA has suggested interesting paradigms as well as promising findings,
and that in the future DA will prove to be a valuable resource to the psychological profession. Grigorenko and Sternberg suggested that, in order to
make DA studies more compelling, certain requirements are needed. One of
these requirements is definition of DA as an independent tradition of testing
in psychology, in terms of better distinction of goals and methodologies. On
a small-scale level the requirements are to conduct studies with larger populations, to validate DA against educational and professional criteria, and to
replicate findings beyond different laboratories and specific methodologies.
My conclusion, based on educational and intervention research with
young children, is more positive than Grigorenko and Sternberg's conclusion.
Some of the research discussed in this paper probably was not familiar to
them, as well as developmental research that provides further support for the
utility of DA (a detailed review of the developmental line of research is given
in Tzuriel, 1999). I believe that DA already has established itself as a separate
branch in the psychology of assessment, especially in circles that are involved
in the practice of education rather than in circles that are research oriented.
I agree, however, with Grigorenko and Sternberg's requirements for defining
DA as an independent tradition of testing in psychology, in terms of better
distinction of goals and methodology, and in regard to the need for studies
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with larger populations, for validation of DA against educational and professional criteria, and for replication of findings beyond different laboratories
and specific methodologies.
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368-369
psychometric characteristics,
365-367
scoring, 367
usability, 367-368
neuropsychological assessment, 424
Cross-cultural assessment, 391-411
acculturation, 394- 395
brief assessment instruments
behavioral assessment, 381
cognitive assessment, 110,
126-127
case studies, 402-410
cultural values, 392-393
culture effects on assessment,
393-395
Das-Naglieri Cognitive Assessment
System, 60
dynamic assessment methods, 474477, 491
education effects on cognitive performance, 397- 399
Kaufman Assessment Battery for
Children, 60
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language proficiency, 399
linguistic consequences in performance, 400-402
overview, 391-392,410-411
Stanford-Binet IV, 60
test sensitivity, 8-9, 60
test translation and adaptation,
395-397
translators, 399-400
Wechsler Individual Achievement
Test, 177, 187-188
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children-III, 60
Cultural context, see Cross-cultural
assessment
Curriculum-based studies
reading and writing assessment,
195-196, 203-211
collaborative problem solving,
204-205,208-210
commercially available tools,
210-211
first- to second-grade curriculum,
208-210
kindergarten to first-grade curriculum, 205-208
prereferral intervention across
sites, 210
talented student math programs,
235-236

Das-Naglieri Cognitive Assessment
System, 33-61
ability/achievement discrepancy,
48-50
achievement assessment, 58-59
administration, 38-41
age partition, 40-41
bilingual children, 40
discontinue rule, 41
help guidelines, 40
spoiled tests, 41
stimuli presentation rates, 41
strategy assessment phase,
39-40
subtests order, 39
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test fairness, 60
time limits, 41
case studies, 50-53
cognitive variation sensitivity,
56-58
cultural differences, 60
full scale score, 37
interpretation, 43-48
mean score difference reduction,
6O
occurrence rates, 47
steps, 43-48
strengths and weaknesses,
46-47
neuropsychological assessment,
423
overview, 33-37, 60-61
PASS theory, 33-37
cognitive assessment components, 35-36
functional brain regions, 34-35
Reading Enhancement Program,
53-56
relevance to intervention,
59-60
research support, 56-60
scales, 37
standardized score determination, 43
reading disabled children, PASS
Reading Enhancement Program, 53- 56
research support, 56-60
scoring, 42-43
standardization, 38, 43
subtests
administration order, 39
description, 38
raw scores, 42-43
spoiled subtests, 41
strategy assessment phase planning, 39-40
Depression assessment
case studies, 380-381
Children's Depression Inventory,
374-376, 379-380
measures compared, 379-380
Reynolds Child and Adolescent Depression Scales, 376-380
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Developmentally disabled children,
assessment
Behavior Assessment System for
Children, 283-284
Differential Ability Scales, 78, 89-91
neuropsychological assessment
historical information, 419
principles, 418
PASS Reading Enhancement Program, 53- 56
treatment plans, 212-214
Developmental Test of Visual-Motor
Integration
brief intelligence assessment, 123
neuropsychological assessment,
423
Differential Ability Scales, 65-99
advantages and disadvantages,
89-94
case studies, 87-89, 94-98
clinical significance, 76-78
psychometric consideration,
76-77
test populations, 77-78
description, 67-71
developmentally disabled children,
78, 89-91
dyslexic children, 77, 82-89
learning disabled children, 77,
82-89
neuropsychological assessment, 423
overview, 65-67, 98-99
profile analysis, 78-82
school-age children, 73-74, 91-92
technical aspects, 71-76
achievement battery comprehensiveness, 94
administration, 73-74, 93
bias, 73
reliability, 72
scoring, 74-76, 93
standardization, 71
validity, 72-73
verbal skills, 92-93
Drawing tests, brief intelligence assessment, 123-124
Dynamic assessment, 451-492
cognitive education evaluation,
479-487
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Dynamic assessment (continued)
Bright Start Program, 481-482
Cognitive Modifiability Battery,
482-485
mediational strategies compared,
485
reflectivity-impulsivity dimension, 485-487
Structured Program of Visual
Motor Integration, 482
educational perspectives, 460-479
ability level groups, 463-471
achievement prediction, 478-479
cultural differences, 474-477
developmental disabilities,
471-474
impulsive tendency studies,
461-462
language deficit children, 477-478
learning disabilities, 471-474
learning potential assessment,
3-4
socioeconomic groups, 463-471
overview, 451-455,487-492
static tests compared, 452-455
theoretical background, 455-460
Feuerstein's Structural Cognitive
Modifiability and Mediated
Learning Experience Theory,
457-460
Vygotsky's Sociocultural Theory,
454-457
Dyslexia
assessment
Differential Ability Scales, 77,
82-89
differential diagnosis case studies, 215-218
PASS Reading Enhancement Program, 53- 56

Emotional assessment, see Behavioral
assessment
Empirically based Assessment, see
Achenbach System of Empirically
Based Assessment
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Enrichment programs, see also Dynamic
assessment
math talented students, 235-236
Ethnic differences, see Cross-cultural
assessment

Feuerstein's Structural Cognitive
Modifiability and Mediated Learning Experience Theory, dynamic
assessment influence, 457-460
Flynn effect, intelligence test standardization, 109-110

General Ability Index, description, 19,
33, 121,424
Gf..Gc theory
Gf..Gc abilities interpretation, 157
theoretical model, 15, 57, 134-135
Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test,
brief intelligence assessment, 123

Halstead-Reitan Neuropsychological Test Battery for Older Children, 422-423
Hearing-impaired children,
assessment
Das-Naglieri Cognitive Assessment
System, 40
Differential Ability Scales, 77-78
Hierarchical Linear Modeling, reading
assessment, 206-207
Horn-Cattell model, Differential
Ability Scales relationship, 66-67

Intelligence
achievement relationship, 58-59,
177-179
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assessment, see also Das-Naglieri
Cognitive Assessment System;
Differential Ability Scales;
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children
brief assessment instruments
essential attributes, 107-110
full-battery tests short forms,
118-121,127
Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test,
109, 112-115, 127
limitations, 110-111
single-domain tests, 121-124,
128
Slossen Intelligence Testm
Primary, 117, 127
Slossen Intelligence Testm
Revised, 116, 127
types, 111-112
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of
Intelligence, 117-118, 120,
127
Wide Range Achievement
Test-3, 117
Wide Range Intelligence Test,
117, 127
memory relationship, 21-22
standardized test criticism, 452-455
Interview assessments
Achenbach System of Empirically
Based Assessment
case studies, 316-318
rating forms, 298-299
Behavior Assessment System for
Children, 275-276
social skills assessment, 333-334

Kaufman Assessment Battery for
Children
achievement assessment, 58-60,
466-467
cultural differences, 60
math assessment, 233-234
Kaufman Brief Intelligence Test, brief
cognitive assessment, 109, 112115, 127
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Key MathmRevised, description, 234,
243-244
Kindergarten
curriculum-based reading and writing intervention model, 204205,208-210
Preschool and Kindergarten Behavior Scales, 342-343
K-TEA Mathematics Computation,
Cognitive Assessment System
scores compared, 51-52

Language assessment, see also Reading
assessment; Writing assessment
Clinical Evaluation of Language
FundamentalsmThird Edition,
406-407, 423
cross-cultural language proficiency
assessment, 399
dynamic assessment of learning potential, 477-478
neuropsychological assessment,
406-407, 423,425-426
phonological awareness assessment
screening for early intervention,
201
Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cognitive Abilities, 152
Learning disabled children
cooperative learning in math,
241-242
Differential Ability Scales, 77,
82-89
dynamic assessment, 471-474
standardized test criticism, 454
Learning potential assessment
dynamic assessment, 451-492
cognitive education evaluation,
479-487
Bright Start Program, 481-482
Cognitive Modifiability Battery,
482-485
mediational strategies compared, 485
reflectivity- impulsivity dimension, 485-487
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Learning potential assessment (cont.)
Structured Program of Visual
Motor Integration, 482
current trends, 3-4
educational perspectives,
460-479
ability level groups, 463-471
achievement prediction,
478-479
cultural differences, 474-477
developmental disabilities,
471-474
impulsive tendency studies,
461-462
language deficit children,
477-478
learning disabilities, 471-474
socioeconomic groups,
463-471
overview, 451-455,487-492
static tests compared, 452-455
theoretical background, 455-460
Feuerstein's Structural Cognitive Modifiability and Mediated Learning Experience Theory, 457-460
Vygotsky's Sociocultural Theory,
454-457
neuropsychological assessment,
426-427
Learning triangle, description, 197, 204

M a t h ability assessment
case studies, 50-53,247-248
developmental model, 225-250
functional math system, 226-233
illustrative cases, 247-248
math disability, 237-243
cooperative learning, 241-242
definition, 238-239
diagnostic assessment,
238-239
explicit instruction strategies,
239-240
interventions, 239-242,
248-250
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peer tutoring, 241-242
practice, 242
profile, 237-238
progress monitoring, 243
screening for early intervention,
238
teaching strategies, 240-241
measurement tools, 231-233,
243-247
Key MathmRevised, 234,
243-244
Process of the Learner Test
Battery for Math, 226,
246-247
Stanford-Binet IV, 234,
244-245
Wechsler Individual Achievement Test, 245
Wide Range Achievement TestThird Edition, 246
Woodcock-Johnson PsychoEducational Batterym
Revised, 245-246
overview, 225-226
talent, 233-236, 248-250
curriculum modification,
235-236
identification, 233-235
progress monitoring,
235-236
K-TEA Mathematics ComputationCognitive Assessment System
scores compared, 51- 52
Wechsler Individual Achievement
Test-II, 185-186
Matrix Analogies Test, brief intelligence assessment, 122-123
Mediated Learning Experience Theory,
dynamic assessment influence,
457-460
Memory assessment
Children's Memory Scale, 21-24
case studies, 28-31
clinical use, 26-27
critique, 27-28
historical development, 22-23
intellectual functioning-memory
relationship, 21-22
interpretation, 24-26

Index
psychometric properties, 23-24
subtests, 24-26
neuropsychological assessment,
426-427
Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cognitive Abilities, working memory
cluster, 153-154
Mental retardation, see Developmentally disabled children
Minority children, see Cross-cultural
assessment
Motor skills assessment
Developmental Test of VisualMotor Integration, 123,
423
neuropsychological testing, 421422,426, 428

NEPSY
neuropsychological assessment,
423,433
reading assessment, 200
Neuropsychological assessment,
415-444
benefits, 440-441
case studies, 432-440
clinical interpretation, 430-432
cross-cultural assessment, see Crosscultural assessment
historical perspectives, 415-416
limitations, 440-441
methods, 418-430
behavioral observations,
420-422
historical information, 419-420
birth and developmental history, 419
family history, 420
medical history, 419
school history, 420
social history, 420
psychological testing, 422-430
academic skills, 420, 428-429
adaptive behavior, 417, 424,
429-430
attention, 427
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behavioral adjustment,
429-430
constructional abilities, 426
corticosensory capacities,
428
emotional status, 429-430
executive functions, 427-428
general cognitive ability,
424-425
language abilities, 425-426
learning, 426-427
memory, 426-427
motor skills, 421-422,426,
428
visuoperceptual abilities,
426
overview, 415-416, 443-444
principles, 416-418
adaptation, 417
brain-behavior relationship,
417
context, 417-418
development, 418
reliability, 441-443
validity, 441-443

Observation, see also Dynamic
assessment
Achenbach System of Empirically
Based Assessment, 297-298
Behavior Assessment System for
Children, self-reporting
profiles, 264-265
neuropsychological assessment,
420-422
social skills assessment, 334-338,
420-422
Oral expression assessment, Wechsler
Individual Achievement
Test-II, 180, 184-185
Orthographic awareness, screening for
early intervention, 202
Outcome assessment
Achenbach System of Empirically
Based Assessment, 320-321
brief assessment instruments, 382
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Parent-informant data
Achenbach System of Empirically
Based Assessment
case studies, 312-313
rating forms, 292-295
Behavior Assessment System for
Children, 124, 261-262, 274
collection for cognitive screening,
124-126, 261-262,274
PASS Theory of Cognition
case studies, 50-53
cognitive assessment components,
35-36
functional brain regions, 34-35
overview, 33-37, 60-61
Reading Enhancement Program,
53-56
relevance to intervention, 59-60
research support, 56-60
scales, 37
standardized score determination,
43
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test
brief intelligence assessment, 122,
128
neuropsychological assessment, 423
Personality
neuropsychological assessment, 424
parent-informant data collection,
124-126, 261-262,274
self-report forms, 262-265
self-report of personality, 262263,280
structured developmental history,
263-264
student observation system,
264-265
Personality Inventory for Children
neuropsychological assessment,
424
parent-informant data collection for
cognitive screening, 125
Phonological awareness, assessment
screening for early intervention,
201
Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cognitive Abilities, 152
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Planning assessment, see Das-Naglieri
Cognitive Assessment System
Preschool and Kindergarten Behavior
Scales, social skills assessment,
342-343
Preschoolers
assessment
Differential Ability Scales, 77-78,
81, 89-92
social skills, 342-343
curriculum-based reading and writing intervention model, 204205,208-210
Preschool Learning Assessment
Device, case studies,
466-467
Process Assessment of the Learner
test battery, reading and writing
assessment, 176, 189-191, 197201,210
Process of the Learner Test Battery
for Math, math assessment, 226,
246-247

R a c e differences, see Cross-cultural
assessment
Raven's Progressive Matrices
brief intelligence assessment,
122-123
case studies, 463-464, 467
Reading assessment
disabled children
Differential Ability Scales, 77,
82-89
PASS Reading Enhancement Program, 53- 56
treatment plans, 212-214
dynamic assessment, 478
neuropsychological assessment,
425-426
three-tier assessment for intervention model, 195-219
case studies, 215-218
curriculum-based studies, 195196, 203-211
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collaborative problem solving,
204-205,208-210
commercially available tools,
210-211
first- to second-grade curriculum, 208-210
kindergarten to first-grade curriculum, 205-208
prereferral intervention across
sites, 210
diagnosis and treatment plans,
196, 211-218
overview, 195-197, 218-219
screening for early intervention,
195, 198-203
instructional protocols, 203
orthographic awareness,
202
phonological awareness, 201
rapid automatic naming,
202
research and validation,
198-203
talking letters, 202
test battery, 199-200
vocabulary knowledge, 202-203
Wechsler Individual Achievement
Test, 171
Wechsler Individual Achievement
Test-II, 182-183, 188-191
Reitan Neuropsychological Test Battery, neuropsychological assessment, 422-423
Revised Children's Manifest Anxiety
Scale, 372-374
administration, 373-374
psychometric characteristics,
372-373
scoring, 373-374
usability, 374
Reynolds Child and Adolescent Depression Scales, 376-380
administration, 378-379
advantages and disadvantages,
379-380, 382-383
overview, 376-377
psychometric properties, 377-378
usability, 379
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Scales of Social Competence and
School Adjustment, social skills
assessment, 340
School Social Behavior Scales, social skills assessment, 340-342
Self-reporting profiles
Achenbach System of Empirically
Based Assessment
case studies, 313-314
rating forms, 295-296
Behavior Assessment System for
Children, 262-265
self-report of personality, 262263,280
structured developmental history,
263-264
student observation system,
264-265
Seria-Think Instrument, description,
486-487
Simultaneous processing assessment,
see Das-Naglieri Cognitive Assessment System
Single-domain tests, brief cognitive
assessment, 121-124, 128
Slossen Intelligence TestmPrimary,
brief cognitive assessment, 117,
127
Slossen Intelligence Test--Revised,
brief cognitive assessment, 116,
127
Social skills assessment, 325-352
case studies, 347-352
common patterns, 345-346
foundations
definitional issues, 326-327
expectations in schools, 327-329
skill deficit classification,
331-332
taxonomy of skills, 329-331
interpretation hypotheses, 345-346
methods, 332-339
family and social history, 420
functional assessment interviews,
333-334
naturalistic observations, 334338,420-422
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Social skills assessment (continued)
overview, 325-332
rating scales, 339- 345
Preschool and Kindergarten Behavior Scales, 342- 343
School Social Behavior Scales,
340-342
Social Skills Rating System,
343-345
Walker-McConnell Scales of Social Competence and School
Adjustment, 340
recommendations, 346
Sociocultural Theory, dynamic assessment influence, 454-457
Spanish-speaking children, see Crosscultural assessment
Spearman-Brown prophecy formula,
test reliability, 107-108
Standardized tests, see also specific tests
construction and validation, 6
criticism, 452-455
cultural context, see Cross-cultural
assessment
current trends, 2-4
historical perspectives, 14-15, 2223, 133,415
Stanford-Binet IV
cultural differences, 60
math assessment, 234, 244-245
neuropsychological assessment, 423
Structural Cognitive Modifiability Theory, dynamic assessment influence, 457-460
Structured Program of Visual Motor
Integration, dynamic assessment,
482,485-486
Successive processing assessment,
see Das-Naglieri Cognitive Assessment System

Talented and gifted students, math
ability assessment, 233-236,
248-250
curriculum modification, 235-236
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identification, 233-235
progress monitoring, 235-236
Teacher rating scales
Achenbach System of Empirically
Based Assessment
case studies, 313
rating forms, 296-297
Behavior Assessment System for
Children, 259-260
Theory-based assessments, see also
specific assessments

criticism, 452-455
cultural context, see Cross-cultural
assessment
current trends, 2-4
historical perspectives, 14-15, 2223, 133,415
Three-stratum theory, description, 135

Vocabulary knowledge, assessment
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test,
122, 128
screening for early intervention,
202-203
Vygotsky's Sociocultural Theory, dynamic assessment influence,
454-457

Walker-McConnell Scales of Social
Competence and School Adjustment, social skills assessment,
340
Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of
Intelligence
brief cognitive assessment, 117-118,
120, 127
neuropsychological assessment, 423
Wechsler Individual Achievement Test,
169-191
administration, 175
case studies, 188-189
critical review, 179-181
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cultural context, 177, 187-188
intelligence scale pairing, 177-179
interpretation, 176
math assessment, 245
neuropsychological assessment, 424
overview, 169-172
scoring, 175-176
subtest content, 171-172
technical evaluation, 172-175
limitations, 176
reliability, 173
standardization, 172-173
validity, 173-175
Wechsler Individual Achievement
Test-II compared, 186-187
Wechsler Individual Achievement
Test-II
age range, 181
Canadian standardization, 177,
187-188
case studies, 188-189
math subtest, 185-186
oral expression subtest, 180,
184-185
Process Assessment of the Learner
test battery, 176, 189-191,
197
reading assessment, 200
Wechsler Individual Achievement
Test compared, 186-187
writing assessment, 184, 189-191,
201
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for
Children-III
achievement scale pairing, 58,
177-179
case studies, 28-31, 215-217, 404405,433
clinical use, 26-27, 57
critique, 27-28, 56-57, 453
cultural differences, 60
Differential Ability Scales compared,
94-95, 97
historical development, 14-15
interpretive paradigms, 17-20
General Ability Index, 19, 33, 121,
424
hierarchical analysis, 17-19
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a priori and a posteriori hypothesis testing, 19-20
neuropsychological assessment,
423,433-437
overview, 13-14, 27-28
Process Instrument, 20-21
psychometric properties, 15
short formation intelligence tests,
118-121
subtests, 15-17
Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cognitive Abilities correlation, 142
Wide Range Achievement Test-3
brief cognitive assessment, 117
math assessment, 246
neuropsychological assessment,
424, 433
writing assessment, 201
Wide Range Intelligence Test
brief cognitive assessment, 117, 127
neuropsychological assessment, 423
Williams Syndrome, Differential Ability
Scales case studies, 94-95
Woodcock-Johnson Psycho-Educational BatterymRevised, math
assessment, 245-246
Woodcock-Johnson Tests of AchievementmRevised
administration, 142-143
advantages, 155
case studies, 159-163
clinical significance, 150-151,
154-155
clinical use, 30, 57
disadvantages, 155
discrepancy procedures, 155, 160
neuropsychological assessment, 424
organization, 140
overview, 133-134, 163
reading assessment, 200
scoring, 143-150, 158
subtest description, 141-142
writing assessment, 201
Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cognitive
Abilities
administration, 142-143
advantages, 155-159
case studies, 159-163
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Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Cognitive
Abilities (continued)
clinical significance clusters,
151-155
academic performance, 152-155
broad attention, 151-152
cognitive fluency, 152-153
executive processing, 154
interpretation, 158-159
phoneme/grapheme knowledge,
152
phonological awareness, 152
working memory, 153-154
complexity, 157-158
disadvantages, 155-159
discrepancy procedures, 150-151,
155-156
historical perspectives, 133-134
interpretation
clinical clusters, 158
Gf-Gc abilities, 157
predicted achievement clusters,
156-157
scoring procedures, 143-150
measurement range, 157
norms, 139-140
organization, 137
overview, 133-137, 163
psychometric properties, 140-142
subtests descriptions, 138-139
theoretical model, 134-137
cognitive performance model,
135-137
Gf..Gc theory, 134-135
three-stratum theory, 135
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Ill correlation, 142
Writing assessment
dynamic assessment, 478
neuropsychological assessment,
425-426
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3-tier assessment for intervention
model, 195-219
case studies, 215-218
curriculum-based studies, 195196, 203-211
collaborative problem solving,
204-205,208-210
commercially available tools,
210-211
first- to second-grade curriculum, 208-210
kindergarten to first-grade curriculum, 205-208
prereferral intervention across
sites, 210
diagnosis and treatment plans,
196, 211-218
overview, 195-197, 218-219
screening for early intervention,
195, 198-203
handwriting automaticity,
203
instructional protocols, 203
orthographic awareness,
202
phonological awareness, 201
rapid automatic naming, 202
research and validation,
198-203
talking letters, 202
test battery, 199-200
vocabulary knowledge, 202-203
Wechsler Individual Achievement
Test-ll, 184, 189-191

Zone of proximal development, dynamic assessment influence, 4,
454-457

